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PGPE T-w FI RE FIGHTING

Gerard PAUT

IM~RODUCTIOIN

"Fire fighting toa-the acid test of protective organ-

ization and men. It is an erjergency job where success or fail-

ure hinges not only on expereriece rnd skill,. but also to a

vory large extent on the speed writh which various phases of

the work are suceessfailly conpletedn (108). This pAper deals

with a review of the literature on all, these phaseas of forest-

fire fighting from the discovery of the smoke to the sup-
pression of the last spark. Since, however, a complete underw

standing of fire behavior is essential to a reliable planning

of fire-suppression a etivities, a detailed study is made of

the elements of fire behavior. Special emphasis is also given

to the disouasion of the various methods of fire fighting, and

of the numerous methods of man-power organization for fire-M

swpre ss ion purposes.o Thee, a review is made of the equipment,

tools and supplies used in connection. with forest-fire fighting*

FORE-~IRE BEHAVIOR

An-adequate fire suppression policy calls for a thor-p

ough'understanding of fire behavior, or "the action of fire as

a result of the comiolez of variable factors tha t influence it"



(12). Appraisal of 'f tre behavior is the only beets for pl.an"

na ithe strategy of attack, the man-pointer needs, the placing

of crews and camps, etc. The question of fire behavior in-

volves widely varying conditions of cover, topography and
weather, and no exact for'vTula of rule exists to solve this

problern. But, anl intel.lizen't estimate, based on the fund&-

ientst laws of combustion, the inflammability of the forest

fuel-)* the effect of the physical factors, t., Is far bet-~

ter then a, wild guess of the probable burning conditions to

be expected~e Success in fire fighting hinges to a very

lerge extent upon one's ability to size up not only what the

'lriing dordihttons are now, but also what they will be as

the day. advances, or under probable- changes of inflammability,

wind, elope or type" (109). The knowledge of fire behavior

also enables the fire fighter to profit from every natural

law whi eh he can turn tohis advantage, and to prepare a a
gainst the adverse factors. Success in fire suppression. is

largely dependent upon the fireman's ability to identify and

measure the factors, elements and influences of fire behavior.

According to Gisborne (69), forest pymlogy or the science of

forest fire behavior 416 rapidly supplanting ruler-bf tbumb

fireconofl",IW

A) Cobstion

Forest fire ts the result of the combustion or the

rapid chemical combination of the oxygen of the air with. the
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carbon of the material, which occurs vhen the fuel is raised

to an abnrmhally. nigh. teftperaturs of 640 to 100 degrees IF.
(iou). This temper~atur'e, called the kiddling paint, varies

slightly with the 61 ff erent fuels and the leng~th of time din'..

ing whih the heat to applied to th* itateral. Unless these

three elementsw air, fuel and heat - are present, thre ecarn-

not be any fire, and the rapid spread of' fire requir'es that

these thr'ee essentials be present in optimum quantities. I1

en enti~re piece of wood is uniformly heated to the kindling

temperature, tbe whole stick burets Ii Flamie spontaneously

and burns as rapidly as oxygen Is supplied. Usually, however,

the fire creeps along the surface because only the particles

immediately adjacent to or above the source of heat are raised

to the kdidling point and are ignited.
The moistuire content of the-fuels is of prime impor..

tamne in comnbustioni since the materials cannot be united

until they have been dried out; a large portion or the availa-

ble heat applied to damp material is di ssipa ted In driving off

the motsture before it can raise the fuel to kindling temper

attire. This explains 1Jhy damp fuels are hard to tgni te, burn

slowly and give off' a relatively emaillemouint of heat.

Oxygen, an essential element of Combustionl, to con..

taine4 In the air to-the extent of' eL per cent of' the total

volume of the atwo spheri c Base s, so that only onie fifth of'

the volume of the air is Lutiltedas the oxidizing agent in

the proceeuaf-combution. About %3O cubic feet of air are



needed to supply the oxygen necessary for the burning of one

pound of' wood. This suoplty Is carried to the f1ire by the

draft which is set by the fire itself,, Fuels cannot burn any

faster thou the necessary oxygen is :suppl1ied,

The maximum temperature produced by burning wood

renaes from goo tol,$RO0 degrees F, but the amount of' heat

gilven off at. any time varies .directly with the rate of' com-
buotton. Por instonee, two fuels may produce the same total

amount of heat, but the one burns up li one hourw rnd the

other in odle minute; the total amount of 'heat produced by the

latter will be given off in one minute, whereas the samie aw.
mount of' heat will, be given ofd' by the former In one hour, re-.

sulting in a productton of heat per minute 60 times greater

tn the latter case than in the former.

Highly inflammable materials are those easiy ignited

or with a low kindling pon, whereas highly combustible fuels

are those burning rapidly and likely to give off a great a..

mount 61f heat per unit of time. "Both the inflammability and

the combustibility of forest fuels are governed not only by

their motsbure content, but also by their size and err ange""

met" C1og). in other words', the rati~o of the surface to the

volume of' the fuels and their disposal with, reverence to both

d free circulation of' sir 'ad the hest r4sinR' from the burningt

materials, are, with the weather conditions, the mA jor face.

tore influencing the inflammability and combustibility of for-
set-fuels. But,, since the size and arrangzement are not likely
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to undergo obviou~s modtf'tcnt1ons, changes in the moisture

contenit of the fuels remain almost alone responsible for the

chenges in thetr infl1ammability and combustibility,

The heat from a. fire passes off in two ways.: e) as a

column of heated air *- ih eh tends to rise strae1sht up, and b)

as radiating heat which travels in str ight line in all di.

rections. The uprd flow or hea ted air develotns into drafts

and i-whirlwinds, and tends to ret~pin its heat asa long as the

air current retains Its strength. The heat radiation, how..

ever,. I~ inversely proportional to the square of the distance

from, the fire, materials ten feet away receiving only one

hundredth as much heat as fuels wi th? n one foot. Except for

materials directly above the fire and reached by the column

of heated air, only the 'fuels lying clone to the fire may be

raised to the kindling point and. be ignited. The drier the

material the more, rapid the spread and the greater. the result-

ing heat. The amount of heat given~ oft' by a fire May be so

great that the radiant energy is' sufficient to transmit the

ignition temperature to fuels separated from the fire by the

vidth of constructed fire trenchies (65).

The volume of hest from a fire may be tremendous and

cause strong Convectionlal currents, whirlwinds and draftsE

These air currents. or drafts ore set in motion by the fire

itself and are governed by the fact that hot air is lighter

than cold ai'r, the heated air tending to rise straight up.

To replace the rising ai-r an inrush of cold air towards the
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base of' the burning material provides the ttre with a new

srnopty of oxygen, Th'e hotter the t ire the stronger the re.w

Butting curr'ents, n tonally reQultigto in i.hnde of

euffiotlent strength to break off' and uptroot 'Large treea, Fly..

inig sparks and emibers cerried by these hot sir currents are

responsible for Getttng so-called spot rires. The inrarsh

movement? of cod air teiwards the base of the fire to replace

the flo~w of' r1sing hot air 3s used to parttoular advantage .I

checkinfl ires et the top of' sharp, ridges working as natural

*ftrebreaks.

B) Forest Fuels

The amount enid character of fuelhavean important

bearing upon the rate of spread of' forest fires. Forest fl-.

elis have been divided Anto three groupal critical, slow~burn-.

ing and green fuels. The cri.t icad. fuels eaeathosee which

under natural cordittons may become snsceptlible to easy Ignt.-

t ion and rapid combustion" (109e). They consist of dead vege~-

teti ve materials including the top layer of' forest duff', the

lightt litter oftwig1s, small branches, needfles, leaves, ferns$

#rasee. aec., the outer shell 01:' heavy limbs, logs, snags,

ete. These fuels are asually somewhat 3s cko tra"'eC, loosely

arrange~d, and ooflst ,Wte the tinder and kindlinig wood inS

Vhich Tires ore first esttt~ihed end spread rapidly; burning

fast they give off a tremendous. amount of hest which drie

out and Igites the adJacent mateiials. The sloww.burnng

fuels are the remaining dead tutorials which are incapable of
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burning rapidly because df' their structure, arrangement and

lack of' expsure. They include the lower strata of the fog.
eel; duff, the hutmue q the interiorn portiona of heavy limbs,

logs or snaae, eta. Burni.ng slowly behind the advance of' the

fire edge, they hence have comparatively little or no 'nflu-f

ence an the rate of' spread. The green r'els are made up of

all the freaet growth, neludtng the foliage of trees, the

brushes, xasaea, iweeds, frerns$ &te. Under natural oeridi-..

tion they are chersetet2ted by a h1ah moistu~re content, end

are considered as rionitnflammbls. But, they m~ay be veey

qui ckly dried out by the heat r sing or rtd'tating fromn burn..

tng materials anid burn w{ th street reip!idity anid intense heat,

Jining vkith the cr 1Aict fuels inr car'ryIrig f'or yard any rap.

Icily advancing fire.

"Another c~lesfiction divides the forest fuels into

flesh fuel.s and heavy fuels. The flash fuelsarae tbvse.

4llght fuels suoh as grasses, ferns~ tree moss, etc., iohloh

ignite readily and are consumed very rapidly, and thus con-
tribute to very rapid rate of' spread* (12). The heavy fuels

are those "fuelsa such aso nags, vindfalls, broflchwoi* eta. $
whtch, while they usually burn Entre slowly than flesh fixaes,
liberate a greater amiounlt of heat and burn more fitercely,

thus materially !nereaseing the difficu~lty of suppression" 1123).

Show and Katok (123) have studied forest-cover types

froms the tirew.ccntrol standpoint, as 8 baste to determine "an

index of the difference in fire control between the maJor
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Cover tYP94 ", and have aestablielled a oorrelT9ti on between the

cover type and the rate 7f1 spread. Hornby (S), 85 has de..

velcaped a system of fuel-type Classltlcntton in w.ie? the for.
eat areas are div ded "into uhits aec~rdtng to both the nor".

Mal rate of spread of tire on an averawte bad day,, and the ye.

eistance to control-line construction offered by the fuels,

topography and soil.
Fine fuels ceuse tester spread and burn more rapidly

becau~se they are more ouilt ly dried out anid hen ted to the ,

kindling point, and have a .renter proportion of their vol-

ume in free contsct ai th the oxygen of the air. The ver".

centage of fine mat~rln1s, therefore, has an important, bear-

1fIg on the inI'lerabliity of' the forest. These light, loose

fuels, such as the top duff or Uitter, the herbaceous veg'eta..

tion, the dry moss, the outer' bsrk of dead timber, etc., are
the materials v~htch are most U..kely to make possible the start

and rapid spread of forest fires. The severity of' forest

fires Is directly dependent upon the amount of available fuel,.

and large accumula ti bns of dry fuels may cause serious conla

Rations. Once a fire has crested a large volume of heat,. it

gains Momentum and rroarees1Jvely dries out the 'fuels before

its own advance. "This exp1eins why slash-covered areas with

a large accumulation of dry fuel iay be& menace to ad jotniri

green timber" (77).

In discussing the laws of combustion, mention was made

thiat the arrangement of the fuels Influences thei r fnflammab..



ility and combustibility and, therefore, the frequency and

severity of forest fires. This is due to the fact that the

disposition of the fuels tn reference to both a free circu-
lation of ai.r arnd the heat rising or red1Ltirig from the burn-

ing materlials orovides. for a rapid drying out of the fuels

and en optimum sup~l1y of oxygen, and facil. testes the raising

of the fuels to the kindlng temperature. Old burns in which

snags end killed trees have broken and fallen in a tangle of

dead limobs end logs ae an example of fuel Arrangement with

optimnum conditions for the rapid spread of fire.
Likevi se } the mo fstLure content of the fuels has a.-

ready been shiw~n to-have an Tmportnnt bearing upon their in..

flamnmab'ili ty and comoustibility, arid, therefore, the incep-
tion, arread and gravity of forest f1-res. Materials cannot

be ignited until they have been dried out; the amount of heat

necessary to drive off moisture from damp material before t

is raised to the' kindling point explains why it is hard to

ignite, burns slowly and gives offV little heat. Soa much heat

1s necessary to dry out wet material that the chancee of wet

fuel getting ignited are negligible, there not being enough

remaining heat to keep the temperature above the kindling

pot nt

Show (120). Gisaborne (63, 64, 67, 69) and Wr1 ght (145,

1P6,147) he-ve demonstrated the correlation between the mois-

ture content of the fuels and their inflammability and com-

bustibility. Gisborne (64,66,65) and Wright (1115,1416) have



applied this princtple in the development of' 9 f4re-danger

rating system basedi on the moisture content of' the top litter

a3s measured by means of duff hygzrometers or wood cy'linders.

Wright (045,1 4L6) found in mixed red arnd white pine forest

"that fire could not be started by .any' ordtnary means when

the top half.Anch of needes orddf'f on the forest floor' con-

tained more than 23 .per cent of its oven-.dry weteht of mole-

tore" (14i5). !He established five zones of inflammablity

based on the moisture content of' the top layer of durff or

Aitter, which is the material ih which fires ReneraTly start.

One region of' the TT. Forest Service h : also adopted a

scale of current danger rating based on the moisture content

of the fuels (124).

Students of fire behavior have recognized the influ-.

ence of' seasonal ve'etation on forest fire hazard. Wright

and Beall-(149) mention that the month of May Is "a particu-

larly dangerous period 'frorn the standpoint of fire hazard"',

largely-due to the fact that the inflammable remains of pre..

vious year's growth are then in. that critical stage betfeen

the melting of snow and the development of' the seasonal vege.

tation, a somiewhat similar situation being' encountered in the

late fall after the death of the seasonal ve~etetion.

C) Phsal actors

The- influence of' the Physica~l factors on the behavior

of' forest fires has already been inferred in discussing the

moisture content of' the fuels. Indeed, the tDhysi cal environ-



rnenIt is of, priamary lmportonce n Rovern1.ng a) the moisture

content of' the fuels and hence their intlemrabtltty and corn.

bustiMilty, and b) the direction and rate of' spread of' the

fire. The nincitpal ohystcsl. factors affecting the behavior

of forest fires are: a) the veether, including such elements

as relative humidity= prectitetnton~ temperture, evatporatlan,

vapor pressu~re, bs-rometrt.c pressure, solar radiation, and

wind; b) the topokrapby.

a) heather

The relative humidity is by far the most important

weather element Affecting forest fires. Hoffmann and Osborne

(92) clohir that the aetmosohertc -humidity is the most 3 mror-.

tant single weather element controlling the fluctuti.oris of'

forest inflammability. The relative humidity or stros~heric

water vapor is "the ratio of' the ouantity of moisture con.

taimed in a unit of space to the maximum nuant~ty of mois-

ture that could be contained in that space at- the existing

temperature arnd oressure" (67). The effect of' relative at-.

mospheric humidity on fire behavior is due principally to

its influence on the moisture content of the forest fuels.

Forest fuels-being hygroscopic, they take on or give off

moisture until they come into eou41Abrium v4tha the air. When
relative humidity I.s low and forest fuels ere Egret, moisture

evaporates from the fuels rapidly, whereas the materialsa
tend to absorb moisture from the atmosphere when the humid..

ity is high. The finer the fuels the closer the correlation
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between fuel moistur'e and a tmosphert c humidty. The mils"

ture~hb1d~ng capaici ty of the air varies with 5ts tempera

ture, warm air bei ng able to hold uch' mdre moisatur'e then

cool sir. end the relative humidity likewise being lower at

warmner temperatures- and higher on cool days. Txtrei'ely Iasi
rel~ht~ve hum.d .t1.es are likely to result In high intlamma""

binity of ftor~st fuelsa, the :Jgngexr becoming areater and

greater as the 1ofA'khumriAty period goes on.

rcipi tats on may be regarded as the chieof weather

ftqctor Influencing the mo1 ature content of forest fuele

over protracted oerloda. Like the relative humihdity, but to

a much greater extesnt,, precioitat An or rahnfa11 Influences

the tnflernbility and combbstl~biflty' of foerest fuel's by In..

cxeesinm their moisture content. Acording to G1.borne (64,
67), precipitation alone, of all the weather elaments, makes

fuels non-inflammable andocbliter~ates forest-Fire dangrr.

Important considerations in connection with the aff ct of

raint'alli on forest fire are: a) the amount of preclpitathfl

b) Its duration; c) its dcistribution; d) 'the evaporation rate

in the Derlods between ra instorms; e) the moi sture content

of the fuels before the rainfall.; ~)the kind of fuel; g)

the nature of the, site; hi) the topography; itae season of

the yesar (6h # 1020 1179 14l7).
Temperature has already been shown am .exerting an

influence upon the relative humidity end'bhenceeaffecting the

iinammability and combustibility of the fuels,,,Righ teaw
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peratures increase the ra te of evaporation and are also ile

portent in raising the temperature of the fuels and creating

a condition in which less additional heat is reautred both

to ignite and consume the materials (64). Differences be.-

tween the temperature at different stations affect forest

fires by influencing the velocity and drbction of the wind,

occasioning rainfalls, etc. High tempertures Are generally

accompanied by very dry atmosphere and a eritical fire period.

Evaporation is the result of at least four weather

elements: relative humidity0 temperature, wind and .suhlight.

All of these factors combine for removing moi sture from the

fuels, Munne (105) -has . demonstrated the direct correlation

between the size andooaaurrence of forest firee and the rate

of evaporation. Stickel (135) also. found the rate of evapoe

ration to be an accurate and sattsfactory integration of the

influences of its components, t. e. temperature, relative

humitdity, solar radiation and wind velocity, on the ptolsture

content of the forest fuels.

Vapor pressure also has an influence on forest fires.

"As high .vapor pressure indicates a large amount of absolute

moisture per unit volume of atmospheric space, it also im.-

plies that lets cooling will be recuired to condense or pre-

cipitate that moistare than if the vapor pressure was low"

(64). Munna (105) found that the neuMfoeand spread of

large forest fires arecolncident with a decrease in veaor

mressure. When considered in conjunction with temperature,



vapor pressure I a reliable indicator of future relative

humidity and precipitation and hence provides a valuable

forecast of fire danger.

Barometric pressure has a correlation with fuel

moisture and hence forest fires, in that high barometers

are nearly always indicative of high temperatures and low

humIdities, consequentlyof ahigh rate of evaporation. Air

pressure being recognized as the most reliable indicator of

weather condittions, It goimtural that it must have some in-

fluence on the inflhmmacility of forest fuels. Air pres-

sure, however, is essentially 1forecast of future weather

conditions rther thsn a picture of the current fire hazard.

The amount of sunshine or the intensity of solar raf

die.tion influences forest fires by affecting the rate of

drying of fuels exposed to the sun's raye (37, 3S), and the

rate of evaporation in general. Insolation is also of im-

portance to forest-fire hazard because of its heating ef-

fects.

Wind is of outstand 4ng Importance in gaging the rate

of spread and the direction of spread of fires, and in affec-

ting the moisture content and hence the inflammability 4f

fuels. According to Show (120), "the rate of spread, as gov-

erned by wind velocity, may be stated to vary as the square

of the wind velocity". Osborne (108) also indicates thst

wind pressure varies with the square of its velocity., The

effect of wind on the moisture content of fuels varies great-
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ly depending whether the incoming air i' moist and cool or

dry and warm. Byram and Jemison (3$), studying the infl.a

enee of sun and wind on fuel moisture, found that, "in bright

sunlight, contrary ,to oopulsr belief, wind maintains levels

of fuel-moisture higher than those in calm air, the wind's

action more than offsetting the sun's drying action. Byram's

study of the effects of sun and wind (37) also indicates

that "wind pArtially offsets the drying effect of sunshine"

on fuel moisture. The effect of wind on the rate of evapo-

ration has en important bearing upon the moisture content

of fuels. In Gisborne's scheme of fire-denger ratin%, "wind

is esiven almost qs much weight as fuel moisture" (6). Show

and Votok (122) indicate that "from the standpoint of organ-

i.ed fire protection, obviously the most critical combination

of factors is in the coincidence of very low relative humid-

ity and very high wind". Another influence of wind on forest

fire is its "effect on combustion by furnishing fresh supplies

of oxygen" (135). According to Wright (147), "wind is also

en important factor in the development of crown fires", due

to the fact that the combined heat from the ground fuel and

the burning foliage, when levelled by a high .wind, causetthe

fire to run rapidly in the tree tops. Another tay- in which

wind affects forest fires is by carrying sparks and burning

embers ahead of the fire and thus setting spot fires (10$).

The direction of winds is very likely to be affected by bcal

topographical features. Likewise, wind velocity undergoes



daily cycles, wind going down at night and coming up again

in the morning.

Because of' daily viriatlons in the weather factors

influencing the inflammability end combustibility of forest

fuets, consistent chanes may be expected in the burning con.-

ditions which normally occur 'ith more or less regularity dur-

ing the twenty.four hours of the day. According to Osborne

(05) a) fires are generally at their lowest ebb at about

4 A, Mt; b) they then usually smolder until 7 or 8 A.M.; C)

they then begin to gradually pick up until 12 or 1 P. ,-; d)

from then until 5 or 6 P. K. they usually burn most fiercely

and snre d with maximum rapidity* e) st about 6 P. M. their

intensity begins to, decrease; f) after 1.0 P. M. fires seldom

make much advance and their intensity is always reduced; g)

a very large percentege of the fire edge goes out as the

night advances, Localwinds or extreme humidity conditions

may, however, completely upset this schedule,

The intetpretation of fire weather has brought about

the design of fire-danger meters which express the exceed-

ingly complex relotIonships of the fire elements into simple

indices which the confused admtnistratoes could use to deterd

mine the intenStty of fire organizatwan. This idea &f. fire.

danger meters hAts been applied throughout the Uni ted States

and Canada "with the many variations and adaptations rquired

by local conditions and needs, and a bewildering array of

fire-danger meters has arisen each with some new and valuable



feature" (1{0).

b) Topo raphy

The - topographlcal features have a great deal to do

with the fire behaviors and particularly the rate and direc-

tion of spread of forest fires. The ways through which to-

pography may affect fires include= a) elevation or altitude;

b) aspect or expesure; c) slope; d) surface conditions, The

elevation and aspect influence forest fires in as much as

both fpctors affect the atmospheric condi tions which deter-

mine the moisture content of the fuels. Hayes (7S) experi-

menting forest fire behavior at variable altitudes through4

out the day, found that durtnz the night most dangerous

burning conditions occur between 37)00.and 4,00 feet, mid-

dangerous conditions occurring above 4,000 feet, and least

dangerous ones below 3,000 feet elevation, whereas during

the day fire behaviors on south slopes are slightly more

dangerous between 3,000 and 4,00O feet elevation than above

or below, while on north slopes the greater danger is in the

high zone above h00 feet elevation. Hayes' findings re-

veal the Importance of exposure or aspect on the occurrence

and spread of fires, slopes with southern or western aspects

suffering more severely than those with northern or eastern

exposures. This is explained by the dryer conditions of the

fuels due to their greater degree of exposure to the weather

on the southwestern slopes.

Fires spread more rapidly and more fiercely on the
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uphill side of elopes than an the--downhill side; due to the

fact that the heated sAir dravs the flames upward. The stee-
per the hil.1 the area t er the speed.&

The different fire beha~viorbs in rugged country mvay

also be explained by the diffterent vegetation oonditions en".

countered at varloue levels on the differently exposed.slopes

and on the varyinn; steepness of the surface.

Slopes may cause burning embers to side and roll

downhill Into untgnited fuels anid thereby increase tbe .spread

of the fired. Osborne (108) mentioans that in many regions and

types, slopes are osf even reater importance than w0.nds in in..

fluenctig the spread of fires.

The corndition of the surface affects forest fires by

brin~iing about chang~es of fuel types and fuel m~osture due to

different exposure.. "A smooth surfasce on which the 1 nflamn .

meble materlai occurs uniformly distributed tends to rake the

fire burn more evenly and intensely" (77). breaks in topogra..

phy, such as ridges. canyons$ etc., also influence fire behav-.

for by causing changes in the air currents.

Topography has a marked ifofluence on the shape of for-.

est fires. In level Country, fires tends-to spread in an elon..

gated ell ipse whereas on a steep slope they normally run up-,

hill in the form of a diverging or converging wedge.. On both

level and rugged country, the flenks-usua1ly spread slowly and

are compet'at ively easy. to control,



KINDS oF.FIPES

A crude fire classification distinzutshes between

small fires and large fires depend ing upon the relative size

of the burning areas and whether the totel srea can be com-

prehended at a glance or not.

Firemen also distinguish between the mai- fire and

the spot fires "set in advance of or away from the main fire

by flying sparks or embers" (12). Spot fires, which are the

result of the tremendous convectional currents generated by

the main fire, may be set as far as several miles from the

main fire, and it occasionally happens 'that they produce se-

rious conflagations.-

The term extr^-nerlod fires has been fpolied to fires

not- controlled or coralled 'Athin the first '..rork ueriod, 1. e.

by 10 A. M. of the day follo'aing discovery, whereas a hang-

over fire is " a fire started. by lightning which remains dor-

mant until a later period when It becomes active (12).

For the purpose of analys.is, forest fires are divided

into the major sets of causative agncies responsible for the

origin of the fire. The eight st ndard specific causes of

forest fires recognized by most protective units are: camp

firedebris burning, incendiary, lightning,'lumbering, rail-

road, smoker and miscellaneous.. Some organizations use a

ninth class for unknown causes, 1. e. when the exact cause

cannot be definitely determined.

Also for the purpose of analysis and stat stieal. com-
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parison, forest fires have been grouped into five classes

according to the size of the burned. Dreg (12), ns follows:

A) class A fire., one-fourth acre or less; b) class B fire,

more than one-fourth Scre but less than 10 acres; c) class

C fire, 10 acres or more but less than 100 acres; d) class

D fire, 1CC acres or more but less than 30t) acres; e) class

E fire,. 300 acres or more.

The comparative spread and intensity of forest fires

have Riven rise to the six foll owing characters of burning

conditions (12): a) smoldering fires "making no 9opreciable

spread and burnine without flsme"; b) creepinq f1 res "spread-

ing slowly, usually with low flame"; c) running fi-es "spread-

ing rapidly and with a well-defined head but without spotting

or crowning"; d) spotttn fires, already referred to as spot

fires., "spreading as a result of sparks or embers felling

ahead and starting new fires"; e) crowning fires, also known

as running crown fires, "advancing orimarily from crown to

crown rather than from ground to crown"; f) dependent crown

fires progressing mostly from ground to crown rather than

from crown to crown.

TYPES OF WTRES

The three following types of fires are generally rec-

ognized depending primarily upon the forest layer in which

they soread and cause the most' damaae: a) surface fires; b)

ground fires: c )crown fires.



A) Surface Fires

A surface fire is %" fire that runs over the forest

floor, burning only the surface litter, the loose debris, and

the smaller vegetation or ground cover" (12). Surface fires

burn and spread rapidly, with abundant flame end heat, but

they burn out quickly. They are the commonest fires and for-

tunately the most easily controlled. Fires in old burns, grass

types, fern types, nine needles, etc. are tynical examples of

surface fires. Feeding on the.top layer of dry loose needles,

litter, grass, weeds, low orush, the outer surface of lows,

etc., they burn only the leaves, the top layer, the loose de-

bris and the smaller vegetation. Surface fires injure only

the lower pert of the trunks of trees beyond the reproduction

stage, but they may kill them by aolying heat to the surface

of the trunks, Most fires start as surface fires, the fuel

unon which they feed being of a light, loose nature and likely

to be very inflammable. But, they develop into wround or

crown fires is soon s the requisite conditions are fulfilled.

B) Ground Fi res

A round fire is "a fire confined to the materials com-.

posing the forest floor or benesth the surface" (12). Ground

l'iree may be further subdivided into nest fires and. duff fires,

decending unon the nature of the fuel. Peot firaq re those

eround fires which occur on ill-drained areas, such s swamps

and bogs, where layers or duff and peat several feet in th.* -

ness have accumulated. Peat fires are sometimes referred t6 -as



underground fires, because they burn in deep organlc meterial

several feet below the surface (91). This is especially true

when. the surface is wet and the lower layer is dry. The ex-

act location of such underground fires is difficult to deter-

mine, and records aometimes show pet t fires which have burned

for several months in swamps. The smoke and odor from burning

swampy areas is very pungent.

Dufft.fires are "those wround fires which occur on

upland areas where thick deposits of litter, duff and humus

have accumulated" (77). They generAlly burn 'nd s'oresd more

rapidly, give more heat, sad produce less smoke than the peat

fires, but they give off a compsratively small amount of beet,

spread rather slowly and require a long time to burn out,

Ground fires are disttngutehed from surface fires by

the fact that the entire accumulation of duff is burned. They

are very hrrd to control or extirngutsh, on aeccount of their

capacity to smolder beneath the surface. They may destroy

completely the organic materiels of the soil, and create barren

reps which may require centuries to restock.

C) Crown Fires

Crown fires are those which burn in the crowns of the

trees, or in which the stread takes place in the crown as well

be on the surface of the forest floor, comeming all or a large

Part of the foliage. Crown fires are typicel of coniferous

forests. They aprerd and burn rapidly, and generate a tremene

dous heat. Burni nt brands and embers from crn fires may be



carried by the wind and set spot fires, thus comolicating the

fire fighters' Job.

As already mentioned, crown fires may be of two types:

a) running crown ftres, or b) dependent crown fires, contingent

upon whether the crown fires progress through the crowns of the

trees and Endeuendently of surface fires, or are maintained by

the heat and flames rising from surface ftires which furnish the

heat neceesary to ignite, the crowns. Crown fires are sometimes

set by l1ghtning strikes.

PARTS OF A FIRS

To facilitate the study of forest fires, their differ-

ent parts have been defined and designated as follows (12):

a) the edge, sometimes referred to as the front, 'the line,

usually irregulsr, to which s fire has burned at a given mo-

mentO; b) the perimeter, Othe entire outer edge of the fire

or *the length of the outer line or edge of the fire";

c) the head, sometimes also referred to as te front, "the por-

tion of the edge of a fire on which rate of soread is most

rapid". It is that part of the fire that is spreading most

raoidly, being driven forward by the wind. In level country,

this Is the lee side or the side in which direction the wind

la blowing; In rugged terrain, it is the uphill side as op-

posed to the downhill side,

d) the rear, also known as the tail, "the oortion of the edge

of a fire on the windward or downhill side', Being opposed

to the head and. driven by the wind toward the nortion already



attacked by the head, the rear is very likely to suffer of

starvation and to dle out of its own accord.

e) the flanks,- sometimes called the sides, "the portions of

the edge of a fire between the heed and the -rear", or the

sides or. edge connecting the head and the rear. They tend to

extend the fire at right angles with the direction of the hed,

but at a much less rapid rate than at the head.

f), the finrers, "the long narrow tongues of s fire projecting

from the main body", They are the results of changes in the

character of the fuels and in the level of the country, fires

spreading more rapidly. in certain fuel ty$&as and on steep

slopes. and upWrd as opposed to level terrain or downward.

08JECTIVS OF FIRE SUPPRESSION

The first and most standard objective of fire suppres-

sion is to corral the fire, stop its spread and make it rea-

sonably safe before the heat of the day or not later than 10

A, M. of the day following discovery. When this objective is

not reached, plans of attack will contemplate control before

10 A.M* of the next day or each succeedint day. To reach this

objective, every organization must be prepared to meet.the

most severe fire situation under prevailing or predicted eon-

ditlons. When the fire.ie coralled . dr.-the control. Iio'-hie

been completed, the next 6bjective is to keep it under con.

trol and to prevent its possibilities of escape through negli..

gence. The final objective is then to mop it up and to put it

out completely,
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Other objeettves of fires suprreas.on are to confine the fire
to the smallest passible area, maintain the number of class

C fires to a minimum, and keep the dsagie below an arbitrary

percentage of allowable burn set up for each stven area or

fuel type. To reach these objectives, the tfire must be han-.

dled with such speed And trained coraetence ttat it s quick-.

ly put out, such Imm~ediate control being made possible for al",
fires in all locations =pith any kind of' weatber.

Supression natliviti.es of a protective or'eanation

start with the discovery and locationi of the fire once it has

been aet. Fire detection requires cincentration, vicl.Asnee,

alertness, precision and good eyesighit, for promptness in 'die..
covery and accuracy in location. Adequate and effective des*

tection is also contingent upon s complete surnnA~y of dependa-o

blea fire-ftinding equipment, including detailed acid accurately

ortented maps, precise f-re finders or alitdades, binoculars,

colored glasses, and panoraml c pictures Indicating ridprei,

drainiages, false smokes arnd other lendmarke. fDenedable de-.

tectian system al.so calls for adequate coverage of the whole

territory, invol 'In g round or ai rp nne pet rol to subo1.eme nt

the lookout stations, in blind areas or durrnR fntervals of

low v{ slbiltity dui to hate, fog or smoke.

Speed of' discovery is one of' the main objectives of'

fire detection, and may be considered the efficiency test of'

the lookout system. Several protective units have set an



elapsed time standard of detection, known os discovery time,

which is "the elapsed time from start of a fire until the

time of the first discovery which results directly in subse-

quent suporession action"- (12). Several. reg.ions of the V7 S.

rorest Service hav? set a maximum elapsed time standard of

fifteen minutes for discovery (4, 6, 7, 5). One region has

set another time stnndard objective renutrtne that 4n1 fires

be detected before reaching a size 1gr7er than one-eight acre

(7). Another region recuires 9s elapsed time standard of dis-

covery that it be "nossible to discover 90 per cent of all

fires within fifteen minutes afters moke arises above the cov-

er, for areas of high hazard and with lookouts on duty during

periods of normal visibility" (6).

An important ohase of fire detection deals wth its

accurate location. Accuracy in location assumes the use of

deoendnbl.e and orecisely oriented maps and fire-finding Bpps.

ratue8 and recuires from the lookout man a thorough knowledge

of his territory, adequate training in the details of his job,

and sufficient education and intelligence to make accurate

observations. One rezion of the U. S. Forest Service has set

a location standard of not over i mile from the actual loca-

tion et any ooint within a circle 10 miles in radius from the

lookout station, in not more than 2 minutes from the time of

discovery (7). Whenever possible, the location should be

checked from other lookout stqtions in the nei hbourood Vith

overlapning visibility distances.



The various methods used in locati nT fores tfires in-

volve the use of: a) local landmarks, b) land survey gaps, c)

nenoramic ohotoaraohs, and d) oblique aer al rnhotoeranhs.

The method of locciting fires by local landmaerks Is the eim.

plet and also the least accurate. It requires that both the

lookout man and the dleoatcher be thoroughly familiar with

the country. However, the location through landmarks pro-

vides a valuable supplement to the other methods. The meth-

od of location by means of land surveying mans, commonly known

as the map method, consists in locating fires according to the

public land survey system, referrIng to such subdivisions as

townships, ranges, sections, quarter sections or sixteenth

sections. 'fhe determi nation of the location on the moo may

be obtained either by the plane table method, or by platting

the intersection of the horizontal angles fromtwo or more

lookout stations. The npplicatton of the plane table method

Is limited to fires sighted from only one lookout station, al-

though its use may provide a valuable check when the fire can

be seen and located from two or more stations. Its applica-

tion presunposes the use of a fire finder; when the sights are

tra ined on the fire, the platted position of the fire is some-

where on the line defined on the instrument man by the direc-

tion of the sights; then "the observer can usually determine

very closely where on the defined line of sight the fire -should

be platted' (107). The location of fires from two or more

lookout stations is determined by granhi cally pletting on the



ma.p by-means of Ai protractei' the intersecti on of' the azimutbs

or horizontal anrvles obtained from the Varlous stations. This

may also be detemned trigonometrically, by computing the dis"

tance from 1the etbtions by trtgonometra And. then nl'ttinar the

bearing and distance by ltittude and dep' rture, rmetking allow..

a&nee for any shririks~ge or expansion of~ the map (1I7). This

is the.most precise way of platting a fire sighted fro-nto

or more stations, but it Is not recomtrended for~ general use,
because it is slowa and subject to errors in computation, The

panoramic photograph method (110). also known as photo. sur-.

vey method, presupposes the us~e of' a fire' finder and consists

siruply in sighting on the fire 'nd platting on a graduated

panoramic picture the azimuth and the vertical angle read froma

the lookout station. These grad~uated oictures are taken-.fromn
the lookout stations by-means of a photo--transit camera; also

r~ferred. to 8s a photo-recording transit (107) or a. panoramic

photo-survey camera (13)4," special type of'panoramic camera

that records the vertical anO-e and the true azimuth of' ob..
Jects ph~tograohed. on the landscape in relation to the photo..

grar4iic station" (12) a.* According to Osborne (107), anyone

using-this rmethod can'determrine in i fet~' seconds and to the

accuracy of' a needlepoint the exact locationf of a ny fire-.-
Sparks (29) he described a method using oblique aerial pk~o.

togrnphs and "celluloid grids the size of' the photogranhs and'

divided- into inhbsquares®- numbered along the top and letter-

ed. down the sides*, The fire location is given with referenoe



to the photograph number and the cross-.read31np of' the grid.

8y means of' a esoecialy desgned stereoscope the changes of

elevation can be studied and even the differences In the fuel

types may be noted on the photoeranhe.

r r -,rc FT

As Boon a s the location of the fire has been ascer-

tained, the next ectionof the lookout man is to report the

fire to the d'spatching officer. Speed in initial report is

of prime imnortfsnce, so that the 8upnression forces could

strrt and reach the fire in the shortest elapsed time after

its inception. Sta.niprds of report time or "elapsed time

from discovery of a fire until. the first roan who goes to the

fire i~s notifies: of' the existence and location of the fire"

(12), have been set as a way to maintain thi~s period to a mi-

nimum. Several regions of the {I. S. Forest Service have set

an objective of' five minutes for the report of fires directly

from the lookout man to the dtspatchinp- officer (14, 6, 7F 10).

Some regions make an a1.1owance of fifteen minutes, esnecially

when 0.1. or a oarst of the telephone l-ine is eomT-ercipl'y oaned

(7, g, 1^) . 'When several. fires are sighted at onbe, not over

two minutes nr zlloia'ed for each ndd t1onil fire (7, 10)d.Lie

wise, when the report must be relayed or supplement'al reports

are necessnry, an ;gd.6itione.l nariod of fide minutes is allowed

for each relaiy or supplemnental report (7, 10). This interval

of time is Affected by several fnetore which are not repd 1y

avoidable, such as -difficulty of obtaining cross ethots from other
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lookout stations, poor visibility due to haze, delpys in

communication over orivate telephone lines, relays, etc. After

the Initial notifloation, subsequent reports should .prompt-

Ty follow, provid i na more de ta ils, a:s or-v lab'e, on the exact

location, size, burn.n condItions, etc. 'Then several fires

are s ehted -3t ono, they should be reoorted in the order of

theIr relatiVe import-nce.

When reporting a fire, the lookout man should provide

the disprtching officer w'th ela the informstion necessary for

det,=rminlng the exact loontion of the fire by means of the me-

thods of location siready described. Such information should

include lrndmn rks, land survey subdi visI ons, azimuth or hori-

zontal engle, vertical angle, dist':nce, etc.. Additional in-

formation pertaintng to the size of the fire, the burning con-

ditions, the wind direction, the rapidity of spread, etc. are

also import nt for the estimation of the strength of the at-

tack.

.Speed in reporting fires is lareely denendent upon the

adequacy of the com'runication system. , The lookout stations

must be connect ed with the dl soatching hendoinrters. The tele..

ohone is the most ndecuate means of comunlcation for this pur-

pose. The radio orovides -a very satisfcctory supplement to the

telerhone, gIving s more flexible servi ce and likely to prove

less exoensive than the telephone. Where the .airplane is uti-

lized for forest protection, then the radio may prove invalu-

able and necessary even in areas covered by teleohone lines.
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Whenever oossible, prrngements shou!3 be made to

orovide the disrntchq nw crews on their 'wcy to the f 4 re, Tith

further informtion secured from the lookout m.n ras to the

definite location of the fire, the burning conditions, the

direction of the screed, etc.

In order to shorten the time taken for reoorting

fires, orotective organizations have set regular procedures

calling for a description of the information oncerning the

fires in a definite order. Standard forms are utilized, so

that each pnrty of the Conversstion is avare. of' what is

coming next.

D1SP)A"TCHTNG ACTTON

The dispatcher or "the member of the fire-.control

organization who receives reports of discovery and status of

fires, det=-rmtnes the location of fires, and sends men, sue-

plies and equipment to suppress fires" (12), may be either

a clerk at the hegdquarters or an exnerienced ranger at a

district station. The first duty of the d sontcher when a

fire is renorted is to determine or check the location of

the fire. By means of the information secured from the look-

Out man, such as Iondmarks, land survey description, azimuth

or'horirontal angle, vertical angle, distance, etc., the

exact location of the fire is ascertained and platted on a

map. The platting mpo, which may be mounted either on a ta-

ble or on the wall, must be as complete as compatible with

its accuracy and neatness, including all the lnnd survey



linea, topographical features, travell ing fqeillttes, fire-

control improvements, etc. After the location of the fire

has been determined and platted, it is checked with the loca-

tion described by the lookout man. When the same fire is

reported from several stations, it often hapens that the

platting of each described location results in a so-called

triangle of error, giving as many locations as observeps.

If this triangle is large, an hypothetical location must be

figured, taking into consideration such factors as the die-

tance of eeh lookout station from the fire, the direction

of the smoke drift, the comneratlve ~derendability of the

lookout men, and whether the soirce of the smoke Is sighted

or not. Then the direction to the location of the fire is

oriented with reference to the dispatching headouartere, and

the distance is computed.

Reference is made to the transportation map, travel-

time map, topograohic map, fuel-tyne map, and water-supply

map, to- ascertain respectively the travelling facilities, the

computed time required to reach the fire, the nhysicel char-

acteristics of tht area, the type of fuel, and the availabili-

ty and location of water supplies.

The number of men to dispaeoh to a fire depende prima-

rily upon a) the size of the fire when detected, b) the tra-

el-time, c) the fuel tyne, d) the topography, e) the weather,

f) the time of the day, g) the season. This number may vary

very widely from day to day, and from place to place. The man
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power dispatched to a fire should be orovided tith competent

leadership and adequate equinment anG food ration. Arransze-

ments should be made, whenever possible, to keep in touch

with the dispatched crew and to send supolementary man pOWter,

if necessary.

The dispctcher should be thoroughly acouainted with

his territory, 1. e. its topograohicAl f ntures, the diree-

tion of local wino's, the distributson of Its fuel tynes, its

imrlements, including roads, trails, cmps, lookout stations,

and other facilities. The more fPm Tiar he is with these de-

tails, the faster he can dispatch suppression crews to report-

ed fires, start for a fire not being made before its exact lo-

cation has been ascertained and the travel to the fire and its

probable location has been fCiured. Speed in dispatching ac-

tIon is of prime importance, a few men on the job at an early

moment being more effective than a large crew later. Ore!ps

should be ready to leave at any time of the d'ay or night, and

th? best men promptly available should be dispatched first.

As a way to hasten the di snatching action, fire-con-

trol alanners have set a get-away time standard, which is the

elapsed time from the receint of the reoort of a fire until

the actual depurture of the dispatched crew for the fire. five

minutes constitute the most common standard ?et-a:raey time, es-

pecially when the crewtravels on foot or in utomobile (4, 6,

7, 5, 108, 124).. The standard of get-away time is extended

to 15 minutes when the crew travels with horse (4, 6), and even
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25 minutes when the crew travels with saddle and pack horses

(4). One region of the U. S. Forest Service contemplates en

objective of 3-minute get-awsy time tefln the crew travels on

saddle horse, and 13-minate get..away time when the travel to

the fire Is made with saddle and a ck horses (124).

As already mentioned, when the location of a fire is

doubtful, it is considered preferable to delay the. get-away

until the definite location is aseertained or a cross reading

is secured from another lookent station, more time being sav

ed in the travel than lost in the ge.teaway, But, when the

dispatcher can get in touch with the crew on the way to the

fire, the get away should not be delayed, and the more spe-.

cific information should be reported to the crew as soon as

secured from the detection forces.

TRAVELLING TO THPE FIRE

The main objective of the crew is to get quickly to

the fire, and the best transportation facilities should.be

used in order to save e very valuable time. The expense in..

velved in furnishing the transportation is generally offset

by the saving of time and the fact that men nrr ve 'nd start

to work in better -condition. As already medttioned, reference

should always be made to the transportation and travel-time

maps, to ascertain the travelling facilities and the time re.

quired to reach the fire. Fire control planners also have

set a standard objective of travel time or elapsed time from

the departure until the arrival to the fire. This elapsed



time stan~dard v~rieR with the means of' transportation, the

quality of the roads or trails, end whether the travelling

is done during daylight or qt night. For most organisations,

the minimnum resuin eenit for day travel is 1, miles ner' hour

by eutomobile, 3 miles per hour on horse, and 2 miles oer

hour on toot (6, 7, 10), whereas for night travel the objec-
tive is set at ,2 miles ner hour on horse and 1J miles per

hour on toot (7, 10). The miost common meanUs of travel in..

elude: a) on foot, b) on horse, o) in passenger car, d) in

pick-up, e) in truck, f) in trailer, g) in bus, h) in boat

or canoe. The travelling facilities also Include: a) paved

highways, b) dirt or gravel highways, 0) one-way dirt roads,

d) trolise, e) lakes or rivers. Important considerations in

conineetion with the road systems are the roadbed, the grad..

lent and the turnouts..

Crews should be ready to. start immediately eilther in

daytime or at night, and willing to travel continously rega.rd-

less Vhether with daylight or qt night. Travel by road or

trail is often ouicker, although sometimes involving a great-
er distance.

When the crew approaches to the vi ci#ni ty of the re-

ported location of the fire, frequent observations are advisa-
ble, using lookout trees,* open slopes or any other point from
which a fae-..rechlng view coul~d be obtained over the territory.

It often happens that after getting to the vicinity of' the

tire a dense and wild forested Brea has to be travelled before



the firemen reach the edge of the fire. Considerable diffi-

culty may; indeed, be encountered in this lest phase of the

travel before the fire is sighted and firemen could start ef-

fective suppression work.

The siaplest procedure for finding a fire is to plat

on a map the line of sight frown the lookout station to the

fire, as reported by the observer, find out where the lookout

line of sight to the fire crossesethe road or trail leading

to the fire, and locate a andmark from which the mgnettc d-

rection and the distence to the ire can be computed. When

the crew reaches this landmark on its way to the fire, the

firemen then take out their compass, turn to the direction

corresponding to the lookout line of sight to the fire, and

travel the distance already computed between the landmark and

the fire. A check of the direction can be obtained by beck-

sighting on the lookout station. The presence of obstacles

on the way between the landmark and the fire may necessitate

detours and offsets to avoid such obstructions as cliffs,

canyons, imnassable streams or creeks, imoenetrable brush

fields, etc.

When orly the lookout line of sight to the fire is

known, the firemen travel. to the vicinity of the fire and then

keep going back and forth until the line..of sight to the look-

out station, es indicated by the compass, cincides with the

lookout line of sight to the fire already reported by the ob-

server. Since the fire is on this line of eight, the firemen



travel in this direction until the fire is reached.

Another method of reaching a fire is to plat the re-

ported location on a map, and travel on the road .or trail up

to the section line which is closest to the fire. Then, the

crew travels along-this section line again uit to the point

laying.closest to the, fire. Finally the men leave the sec-

tion line and proceed straight to the marked location of the

fire.

If a firemen cannot find a fire which was located on

a map by the intersection of the line of sight from tvo

lookout stations, it may be possible to ascertain this boca.

tion on the area by means of the compass. The procedure is

as followsg a) backeight onto one station and move back and

forth -until the back azimuth checks with the .reported line

of sight; b) keeping on this line of sight, proceed similar-

ly with the other station until the correct back azimuth is

read; c) the reported fire is at the Intersection of the two

lines .of sight. The topography of the area may prevent a

back vision to one of the lookout stations. This difficulty

may be overcome by sighting onto the lookout station which

can be seen, and moving along this line of eight until the

other station cab be seen. Knowing the distance from the

latter station to the reported location of the fire, and the

azimuths from this station to both the fire and the location

of the smokechaser, the distance from the smokechaser to the

fire along the line of sight from the former station can be



computed trigonometrically. Trigonometrical calculations

may also ascertain the location of a fire reported from a

single lookout station, which cannot be backsighted. This

procedure, known as the Tangent Offset method is " a method

used by firemen to get on line of eight from a lookout to

a fire, where a compass shot on the lookout point cannot be

obtained except from a point to one side of the line of

sight" (12). Knowing the distance from the station to the

tire, and the angle. between the observer's line of sight to

the fire and the smokechaser's line of sight to the lookout

station, the distance Prom the smokechqeer to the fire can

be. calculated trigonometrically, the fire being approxima-

tely at right angle to the smokechaser's line of sight to

the station, at a distance equal to the oroduct of the re-

norted distance by the tangent of the angle between the ob-

server's line of eight onto the fire and the smokechaser's

line of sight onto the station.

Another method of locating a fire, known as the

Gridiron method, is used when "the fireman paces a certain

distance at right angle to the line of sight from lookout

station, then runs a compass line parallel to the line of

sight, repeating the ptocess if necessary, to cover a con-

siderable area on each side of the line of sight" (12).

This method is especially used when dealing with small fires

hard to locate or lprge fires concealef by a dense smoke

drift. The fireman, after reaching close to the fire along
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the line of sight from the station, paces the area in a gridi-.

ron pattern on both Wads of- the line of eight until he finds

the tire.

Other ways of finding a fire Include: a) sighting tbe

fire before getting to it, from tail trees, open meadows,

cliffs, etc., and locating it on the map in reference to well..

knovn landmarks, so that when the smokeekhaser can no longer see

the lire he will1 have other landmarka to guide him; b) smell-

ing the emot~e and checking the wind direction; c) referring to

the occurence meap and appraisi~ng the possibility of fires caus. .

ed by incendiaries, travellers on roads or trails, campers,

sportsmen, lumbermen, railroads, etc. The emokehaser himself

may become unable to locate his own poettion. He must then

sight two or more landmarks indicated on his map and plat his

own location on the map at the Intersection of' the lines of

eight. Having the platted location of himself and of the fire

on the map, he can compute the azimuth and the distance to the

fir'e and travel to it. An important consideration in connec-

tion with the travelling to a fire is to record on the ma~p ali
the detatils of the trip, indicating take-off points,, directions,

distanees, aeto.

OOLLEGTT 0h OF EVIL-EN C EAIND OLTJVS.

Although the main objective of the fireman ise to ext'in.

euiah or control the reported fire, and while fires should not

be allowed to spread because of search for clues, the first
men travelling to or reaching Al fire should, whene~er possible,
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make provision for dettrmining the cause of the fire before

the evidence is obliterated. During the travel and upon ar-

rival, firemen should watch for and record any clue of possi-

ble evidence. If the fire demands immediate attention, at-.

tempts should be made to preserve all the clues for later

follow-up.

Any thing is a Blue whieh may reveal the cause of a

fire or identify the agent resoonsible for setting up the fire.

Important points to watch for and record include; a) tracks, J

camp fires; lunch remains; sunoly boxesj ciga.rette buttat gun

shelle; scraps of paper; or any other physical evidence; b)

names And addresses of persons likely to be connected with

the setting up of the fire; c) where and when the fire start-

ed. Any one clue may lead to others, that will eventually

complete the evidence. Every effort should, therefore, be

made to preserve possible clues and especially to avoid the

possibility of their being purloined, spoiled or obliterated.

Only extraordinary emergency should prevent the first fire-

men at the fire from spending a short time looking for clues

and collecting evidence as to its cause or author.

STZING UP THE FIRE

The first thing to do after reaching e fire I to

make a careful review of the aituation, and to determine the

most critical points both under the present conditions and

following expected changes. This reconnaissance should In-



elude. such items as: a) the site of the fire, b) the present

burning conditions, c) the rate of soread, d) the weather

cond tions, esoecially the wind direction and velocity, the

temrersture, the relqtive humidity; e) the topography, par-

ticularly the presence of slopes, lakes, rivers, etc.; f)
the type and moisture content of fuels, g) the time of the

day and the season of the year; h) the orobable future spread

of the fire, 1) the presence of' sot fires, J) ae alreedy

mentioned, the probeble cause and author of the fire.

This ouick size-up of the conditions within the fire

and in the surrounding area toward which the fire is enread-

ing, should enable the fireman to decide whi ch is the most

vital point of attack, and identify all natural barriers or

firebrakseof possible use in checking the fire. If possible,

men should be posted or scouts should be assigned to recon-

noiter the fire and report the progress of the fire end the

changes of conditions. It Is of orime importance that the

fire boss be kept informed of everything that is going on.

Soutng the fire is the only way to Iey out an intelligent

olan of suppression work.

?IM 01 ATTACK

Suopression action should start es soon as a ouick

size--up of the fire has revealed the most critical noint of

attack. The greater proportion of forest fires is made up

of small fires, which can be comprehended at a glance, and

calling for a very short reconnaissance. Firemen should,



therefore, start the attack just at once, t. e. as soon as

the crew arrives. Tn such fires, the time of the day is un-

important, and an attempt should be made immediately upon

arrival to extinguish them or to put them under control just

as soon as possible. Continuous action will be the rule when-

ever there is any chance of extinction or control during the

first work neriod.

Tn larger fires, particul! rly extra-neriod fires, no

intelligent plan of action is possible until a si.e-up of the

situation has shown where work is moot needed and will be

most effective. Since the conservation of man-power energy

is of prime importance at a fire, it would be unwise to put

the fihters at work before this reconnaissance is completed.

"It is better-to have crew rest while a reconnaissance is

made than to waste energy on an unimportant sector" (105).

In such fires, firemen must remember that the most

effective work can be performed in the evening, at night or

in the early morning, and the campaign of work should be laid

out accordingly. As already mentioned, daily changes in

weather conditions oroduce consistent differences in fire be-

havior at different hours of the day, the active burning pe-

rod of the day beginning at about 10 A. Mt, the most intense

oeriod raging from noon to 5 or 6 P. M., after which time the

intensity is likely to decrease, the ouietest neriod extend-

ing from daybreak until 5 A. . and the fire then smoldering

untl. S or 9 A. !. These habits of fires explain why work in
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the evening, at night or during the eerSly morning mry be more

effective then during the heat of the day. It is easier to

control a fire that is cuieting down then when it burns most

fiercely and enreads with maximum rapidity. The time of at-

tack should, therefore, be so planred as to take advantage of

the periods during the twenty.four hours that sre most favor-

able for fire fightinp.

In some forest orotective organizations, night work

on all fires is the standard practice (5, 14, 15). Night, in-

deed, is a better time to fight a fire than the hotter half

of the day, if adequate lighting facilities are made avail-

able. According to Osborne (108), however, night work in

Douglas fir and similar timbered types is not advocated as a

general practice, after the initial attack, for the follow-

ing reasons: aY the decrease in auantity and quality of ork

accomplished, due to poor light conditions., usually more than

offsets advantages; b) since fires keen dying down more and

more as the night edvnces, firemen fight fires which ore

going out of their own accord; c) there is a maximum danger

of men being struck by fall ing snags or otherwise injured; d)

in the majority of cases there Is opportunity. for direct at..

tack and the accomolishment of greater net results during day.

light hours, orovided that the men strrt to work at the break.

of the day. The same author (108) claims thet in Yellow pine

types night is generally the best time to work, because, the

timber being more open, and there being little underbrush,
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Itght cond thong ore normally muchi better,, Beccouse such

fires furnish themselves adequate light, and due to the fact

that there ise little denger from falling snags, and tkia.t the

reduced Iflammabi'lity of materials fe i l ltates the control,

it may be then possible to n'ccomlisb greater results then

durinig the day. Special jobs which may have to be done at

niRfit includes a) the burning out of moss-~ldened timber in.w

ide of the control line, b) the checking of' very vital points

includ*Akg critical spot fires; c) backfiring wben the condi..

tlone are particularly favorable. d) essential patrol.

Zventng is~e good time to work, but never so good at

early morning. However, certs in fobs, as backfiring under ex-

ceptionally favorable conditions, may be advantegeously done

in the evening, Likewise, patrol work is essential in the eve-

nling as at any other time of' the day.

Work at night or. in the evening shou~ld be the ruVle

whenever by working during the evening or even the whole night

there is-a coesibil ity of' getting a fire under control during

the first work neriod.

According to Osborne (109), the beat results are ob.

tained at daybreak, i. e, between 4~ and 5 A. M., when fires are

at their lowest ebb. At this time, the fuels are damp; the

firemen have a minimum amount of smoke, flame, heat, and sparks

to content with; the air is cool; and 6 to 9* hours will. elapse
before the fire burns fiercely again. Emrly morning work also

Facilitates control because:t a) large stretches of' the fire have
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gone out; b) firemen canl get a~t snags which are burned out or

have cooled down; c) smoldering embers go out read~ily wheni

dug out 'ard exposed to the air. ks much mark as oseble

should,, therefore, be done before the heat of the day. One

hour's work in the early morning is more effective than from

2 to 10 hours' work in the afternoon (109. Accordingly, it

is better to snake the fti ht In the morning from daybreak, and

simply patrol the line in the afternoon, than to let the fire

gain momentum in the mornirig an6 then try to right it when it

is at Its maximum strength. If firemen cannot control a. fire

when the conditions are favorable, they surely cannot when it

rages most fiercely.

The period after a slight rain offVers somewhat the

sage advantages as the early morning: it 1a then just the

time to work on a fire vhen it is weak, and to clean it up be-.
fore it gets a fresh start. Firemen should also take advan-

tage of a&ll lulls tn the burning conditions, dlue to 4banges in

wind, topography, etc. The timing of fire suppression wor'k

must be so planned as to take sdvente of the preeic tiori of

the hourly fluctations of the weather and of their effect on

the burning condi tions.

One region of the Up S. Forest Serv'ice-a requires thpt

work at a fire continue day and night until it is controlled,

mopped up, and entirely safe, and that at no time~ a fire line

be left unmanned until suppression is complete (7) .

When it becomes apparent that the crew cannot'suppress



a fire Mithin the first twenty-four hours, strength of men

must be conserved 9nd labor Applied when and where it will

be most effective. "Only in extreme -emerencies should they

work over 10 or 12 hours a day after the first day" (108).

In order to conserve man-power energy, a. pnrt of the crew

may rest a part of the day, while the other men are on the

fire line, the t'o groups working in shifts. Osborne (108)

suggests that from 60 to S0 per cent of the crew starte to

work at daybreak, 1. e. between 4 and 5 A. M., and work dur-

ing 6 or 9 hours, and that a relay then come on to work un-

til 6 or 7 P. M., a few men being reserved for night ostrol.

One region of the U. S. Forest Service (7) sha set a limit

of 1 hours for the first work period, and shifts of 12

work hours until control is established, and shifts of g

work hours for mopping up and patrol after completion of the

control line, plans being made to organite the force into

regular shifts when it is evident that the job will run be-

yond the one shift period. Another region of the U. S. For-

est Service. (3) has set a limit of 12 hoursa dsy for line-

construction work, end 10 hours for petrol and mop-up work.

Other organizations (5, 14) recommend short shifts of not

more than 6 hours for fire-line construction, and standard

working periods of from 9 to 10 hours for patrol and mopping

up.

"Understa4ding of timing fire-control operations is

a major part of the qualifications possessed by a successful



fire bosss (121).a The problem of' selecting the sector for

ftret attack, deciding on the timing and order of attack on

other sectors, and deciding as to the timing and order for

back-firing several sectors. fllustratesfthe vital role of'

timing fire-euppression work.

POTOP t' TACK

The point of' attack As an Impprtant conslderata on in

planning Fire-~sppression1 work. In small f1 res, the attack

may be made simultaneously on the whole perimeter If the

Crew is large enough. But, on most fires the Initl l ttack

does not comprehend a.1l the sectors at onee, and a choice Is
necessary an the correctness of which usually depends the out^.

come of the fire. As already mentioned, a reconnaissance of

the conditions within. the fire end in the eurrounding cotn-

try Ise necessary to determne the key sectors or the most
strategic points of attack, and5'the sectors 'rvhich may be tem.

porarily neglected P There generally are vital eoi nts of atw
tack whicb, if handled properly, faelltnte, guarantee And

hasten the spinoressiorn. It Is also important that the fif'e

boss be kept informed sas to the tnrogresa of the fir'e and the
changes of coand it ionsa, and that the tIan of attack be mod i-

fied accordtngty.

The vital sectors are those where moat rapid spread

may be expected, or where a small amount of work, applied at
the right moment will give maximum results to preventing

spread (1.081, They include: a) spot fires which have become



established across the tire line; b) points where 'tbe tire

has !'orked or' may run across some nastural firebreaks; c) sec,.

tors where the fire threotena an area where the cintrol. would

become much more difficult;* d) sectors which threaten to

flank the rear end of the fire line; e) sectors towvr4 '.hich

the wind is likely to drive the tire; f) sectors lying. on a

stet slope above the tire; g) sectors extendi1ng through
slashings, old burns, or windfalls; h) sectors lying in pre,.

cipitous elopes below the fire, where rolling embers may re.-

cult in a rapid spread; i) sectors where the fire would de--

stroy vsluable timber or reproduction; J) sectors which have

gone out aIlmost completely,, but 0here the remaining siaots

may get a fresh start as the dsy advances or following changes

of cover, topography or weather.

The sectors -which may be temporarily neglected include

(1og)v- a) the rear of the fire, or the portion on the wlind..

ward or downhill e1de;. b) sectors protected by a natural fire~

breack; c) sectors burning so ground fires as opposed to sin'-

face or crown tires; d) sectors where poor burning conditions

are indicated-by the irregular shape of the tire; e) sectors

in green timber as opposed to those in old burns, slashings,

or windfalls; f) sectors sheltered from the wind.4

As a general rule the head of s, fire-should be attack-*

ad first, The head, indeed, is the most active and dangerous

sector, and once it is stopped the flanks and the rear can be
suppressed with relative ease, Sometime, homever, there is
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more than one head, in which case the several leads should

also be attn eked at once, it enough men are available; but,

when the crew to not sufficient to attack all the leads simnu.

ltaneously, the several. leads should be cut oft progressively

bitting -the side leads first (6).a The type of fuel, the burn".

irtg conditions, the number of* men, and the kind of available

equipment enable to determine whether or not the fire should

be hit at the head. The genera~l rule, however, is to hit the
heed first 1. It appears to be a chance of stapvAng it, since

if the heed .can be controlled, the crew can then handle the

rest of the fire and mop it up completely. Storting a~t the

head, the crew may divide and 'work in opposite directions

across the-head, then down the two sides, and finally meet at

the rear of the fire. M1ost fires c~n be attAcked right in*

front, although to inexperienced men it may. seem impossible"

(77)o
It the head of a fire cannot be attacked directly with

success, then the flanks on both sides .of the heed should be

attacked, and the-attempt made to work toward the head, 6irad".
uatly pinchi'ng It out. Th 4.s is exweislly the cases a) when

the bead of the tire is too hot towork; b) when the tire is

&d vanci ng too rapidly; c) when a email crew has to work

against a fire with a large head. Since, however, the spread

will not be checked until the head is under control, an at-.

tempt should be made to work.eas ,close to the bead as~ can be

done with safety to the men.
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When a fire on level ground with similar fuel on all

sides and no wind spreads with approximately the same rapid.-

ity and intensity in all directions, the attack should start

on the side toward which tho wind may be expected to blow

(14o)., or, on large fires, at the point first reached by the

crew (121).

If one flank of the fire is parallel to a natural

btrrier, such as a lake, a stream, a road, or a fuel type in

which the fire will not spread rapidly, a wet swamp for exam-

ple, in this case only one flank would need to be protected,

and the other flank along the firebreak would only have to

be watched so that thefire will not get across. Other cases

are likely to be encountered where good strategy will attack

at some special point other than the head or the flanks to.-

ward the head. Where, for example, a valuable stand is

threatened by the advance of one of the flanks, or *hen a

portion of the oerimeter advances toward an old burn in which

the fire will gain strength, the attack should vary to fit

the circumstances. Advantage should be taken of such natural

features as lakes, streams, cliffs, wet swampe, etc., toward

which the fire may be directed by oroperly selecting the

point of atta.ck.

Other considerations of importance in planning the

attack may be summart ed as follows (9, 121, 124)t a) cut

fires off from the most dangerous fuels; b) confine fires to

one major area rather than to let them develop two heads; c)
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prevent fires from Betting from lower-value to higherwvalue

country; d) tie the fire line into something definite, leav-

ing no loose end behind or openning through which the fire

may slip; e) make the most effective use of the available

mechanical equipment; f) be sure that the men are properly

safeguarded; g) take advantage of the knowledge of fire be-

havior; h) utilize existing barriers to the fullest extent.

It must be remembered that these are only seneral

rules, and that every fire is likely to be different. The

primary consideration is to check the rate of soresd as

quickly as possible, and then to methodically and systemat.

ically suppress the whole fire. Aircraft is of great assist-

ance in reconnoitering large fires, and autogiros, because

of their capacity of hovering at low altitudes and their a-

bility to land and ta4ce off in very restricted areas, are

particularly valuable in planning the attack and directing

the suppression work. Weather forecasts and the anticipa-

tion.of their effect upon the burning conditions are also

important in planning fire suppression.

STRENGTH OF ATTACK

.As already referred to in connection with the dis-

patching action, the amount of man power needed to suppress

a fire is dependent .upon the fire danger, and varies with

the time and the locality. The site of the crew should be

ample enough for rapid proeress and quick and effective c'n-
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trol, but not so large as to entail unnecessary expenses,

Enough men should be dispatched to cope with the situation

s calculated from the report of %he lookout man and other

available information. The strength of the atteck on a fire

is also correlated with the existence of barriers and the

orobablie direction of disastrous rune.

"The initial attack is usustly conducted by one man,

a few men or a small crew of seven to ten" (56). A small fire

is easily put out by 1 to 5 men, whereas several hundred men

may be recutred to suppress large fires (19). The size of

the initial crew is generally predetermined by the fire plan

of the forest orotective unit. In western United States, a

single fireman is usually dispatched for the initial attack,

whereas in southern United States, where flash fuels and

young coniferous stands are likely to produce crown fires

quickly, between 6 and 10 men may compose the initial crew

(56).

The appraisal of the size of the crew is largely a

matter of individual judgment, and is widely deoendent upon

such factors as size of the fire, topography, ground cover,

accessibility, value of the threatened timber, weather con-

ditions, season of the year, distance, fire danger, and

availability of man power and competent leadership. Anprais-

ing. the forces needed is relatively simple when the fire den--

ger is low or in easily accessible areas. Hawley (77) men-

tions that, in regions like Connecticut with excellent tr a..
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portation systems and fairly fast fire spread, a crew unit of

several men is ordinarily sent to every fire with the idea of

controlling it quickly and getting back to headquarters. When

man power is plentiful and transportation adequate, the hiring

of a sufficient crew is not only the safest, but in the long

run the cheapest method. The fire-suppression objective of

controlling fires within the first work period also guides

the dispatcher in.deciding on the number of men necessary to

handle a fire.

Follow up, or "the art of supoorting the first man or

men who go to a fire by sending additional man power to faci-

litate either suppression or mop-up work" (12), should be pro-

vided for at any time, and made available if end when necessa-

ry. No more follow up, however, should be sent to a fire than

can be adequately supervised, equipped and subsisted. Most

fires can be extinguished by the smokechasers, and no follow

up is usually needed (6).

On large fires, particularly extra-period fires, fol-

low up is necessary, and a method of determining the man pow-

er needed is almost essential. This is especially true under

difficult conditions of fire supnree'i1on afforded by a heavy

accumulation of highly inflammable fuels and a slow hour con-.

trot. One region of the U. S. Forest Service (6) has devel-

oped such a method of appraising man-power reauirements on

the basis of the probable perimeter of the fire by noon fol-

lowing the first full work period after the arrival of the



men at the fire, the number of men needed being indicated by

the length ofT the line to by' buit divided by the amount

that one man can build in the time availa.ble,

Another region of the U. B. worest Service (9) has

prepared diteoatceher's guide ,ctw rte for calculating the man-o

power needs. The method is based on the calculation of Coro-
babilities, and includes four~ steps, a~ follows: a) ascer-

tain the danger class from the spread-danger meterst b).acez%.

toiri the rate-of-epread factor fr2om Cha~rt 1, by selecting

the proper danger clase and, referring to the ivroper fuel.*

type class; c) ascertain the tDerimeter-Increase fator from

Cftrt 2p by selecting the hour of' d1isevery, referring to

the time objective and figuring the anticipated perimeter;

d) ascertain the man-power needs from Chart 3, by f tguring

the number of smokectaser's hours of workc to be done, sel ec-

ting the number of' hours of work, and refer 'ng -to the nums..

ber of hours of erokeehasaer' s work, which gives the number

of men recurred to do the job.

The .California region of the U1. S. Torest Service

(121) also has el~borated a method of appraisinge the man

pow~er needed on lrrge fires. Tables and charts were prepar-

ed indi cating: a) the normal work rate per man-hour of line

construction in different cover types; b) the percentage of

efficiency or the line-construction output per work period;

a) the man-power requirements for line holding per cover

types; d) the number of' men reouired for combined line-con".



Atruction and linewholding work per cover tynes; e) the ratio

of mechanical ecuipment to man power for line construction.

Hornby (55) has devised a eyatem for determining the

strength of the initial attsck, the size of light reinforce-

ments and te number of men dispatched an heavy reinforce-

ments, in the Northern Rocky Mountain Region of the u. S. for-

est Service, on the basis of the past fire history. Charts,

tables and formulae were prepared, taking into account such

factors as the fuel resistance to control, the rate of held-

line construction, the rate of perimeter Increase, and the

travel time. On the baets of these considerations, iornby

suggests crews ranging from 2 to 5 men for the initial at-

tack, 5 to 50 men for light reinforcements, and 100 or more

men for heavy reinforcements. Hornby's analytical study of

tires of the 10-year period of 1920-1930, indictes that 6

per cent of the fires required heavy reinforcements, 16 per

cent needed light reinforcements, and 54 per cent could be

handled by the initial crew.

Stephenson (130) hAs developed a Man-power meter ao-

plicable to the U. S. Southern Coastal Plain, on the basis of

Mississippi fire records. The number of men needed being

determined by the perimeter of the fire divided by the rate

of line construction per man, tables were computed to as-

dertain the man-power reouirements, based upon the relation-

ships between the fuel type, the wind velocity, the relative

humidity, the time of the day, the hour control, the rate of
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nreadt and the size of the fire,

54ETRODS OF' ATTCK
The choice of the proper method of suppression is one

of' the highest tests of' tire-fighting skill. This selection

is Isrgely dependent upon such f~ctors ael a) the type of

tire; b) the character of the fire; c) the expected changes

In the burning conditions; d). the orobeblea effectiveness of

the various methods available; e) the topog~raphy encl the pres-.

enice or natural barriers; f) the amount of men power avala.

b3.e; g) the weather conditions; h) the type of fuse, etc. A

single method may not be found applicable on the whole sup~-
pression fob of a fire, but proper methods may have to be re-

sorted to in order to meet existing Conditions on diverse

sectors. Even the same sector may reouire different methods

at various hours of the day. The diverse methods of' fire

suppression are based on the study of' the fundamental lawA of

combustion. The application of' water, chemicals, or dirt to

the fuels reduces their supply of oxygen and prevent their

being raised to the kindling temperatures, wherease by raking,

by building a fire line, or by backfiring, the tire is robbed

of new fuel.

Fire suopression practices may be classified in two

classes, namelyzl a) methods of extinction, and b) methods of

control. Theoretically, the extinction methods are those in

Whicb materiels or practices are applied as a direct attseck
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on all, the portions of a fire as a wkay to put it out complete-

ly, whereas the control. methods contemplate only the surround-

ing of the fire with a control line isn an attempt to check

its spread and make it absolutely safe.

The ter'm extinction Is very videly us~ed tn fire eupo-

pression, but asA a matter of facts only small fires are aew~

tually extinguished. To extliguish a fire requires that the

work of rutting out the fire be carried out over the whole

burning area, that combustion be stopped on all the portions

of the fire, end that every spark or ember be literally out
out. Complete extinction-is general~ly performed od fires

covering only a few square feet, of area(1)s or less than

one or two acres (14,, 15). Thorough extinction may also be

achieved on spot tires. But, such treatment is too time.
consuming to be practicable on forest -fires, extent those of

small size. Exti.nguishment of the outer edge of the fire is,

however, put in practice on larger tires, especially in the

so..call ed Direct method. and in mop-up work.

There are four ways of extinguishing fires, namely;

a) by means of woater; b) by means of chemicals; c) with dirt;

d) by beating out or raking. Combinetions of these methods

may be used on the sae f ire, and even In the some sector:

a) Use of Water

Foresters for some time did'not employ water for fire



suppression. "Absence of water supply within reasonable dis.--

tance 'and non.-existence of sui~tabl~e water.-throwing devices

probably account for the early reluctance to use this great

means of supp~ression. Today the story 1is cuite different.

Beginning in the early twenties, study, invention and experi-.
mentationru mde a good start. Year after year practically

every means of water agolication was given a tryout in an ef.-

rort to apply it to our pecutier needs and tihe process cin-

tiiutes" (72) . The use of water in fire vsupvress1.on results

In a very definite economic advantage in man power (60). EX.

tensive use of water in fire fighting on a. forest property

is in relation with tbe natural water resour'ces of the region

and the development of the transportation system and the wa-

ter equipment.

The applination of wrater to the burning materials is

one of the best methods of extinguishing e fire. When applied

with hose lines under high pressure, it is the quickest and,

in many cases, the only way of knocking down an extremely hot

blaze, cheoking, rapidly-running surface, brush, or low crown

Mires, extinguishing fire in standing snags, and putting out

any hot ember. water is used to great advantage in both di-

rect suppression and mop.up work, and as a safety factor in

the back-ftiring of regularly constructed lines. The back-

pack can with a trombone..tyioe pump is a most effective piece
of water enuipment. When using this devie, It ighould be re"

membered that a relatively fine spray of w.ater is much more
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Wteetlve In knocki ng 4moa a, b': Ling fire than~ a solid stream

of water. Firemen applying water should always get as close

to the Tire as possible, and direct the water at the base of

the fire. When mopping up a fire, a very small amount of wat..

ter will go &along way if the nozle is placed just as. close

to the burning embers as possible. Water is most economical.

ly applied to the burni~ng metterials by means of' hand spray

pumps, which conserve the water end permit its application at

the exact spots and in the minimum quantitties needed.

The a~ppicationl of water in forest-fire suppression

was greatly facilitated by the use of portable power pumps
eapable of' delivering 'Large quantities of harter through a

half. -mile or mhore .of hose to elevations-of 300 feet or more,

and especially by their use in relays for raising hater to

500 or 1000 feet (20). Gravity systems are also utilized to

excellent advantage for carrying water Fromn the water supply

to the fire, by simply tapping streams at a point above the

fire (20,1OB). As a fact, with a head of 100 feet or more,

gravity systems are preferable to a pttp 'line, delivering a

continuous flow without shut down or chance-of failure. The

Michigan Forest Fire Experiment Station (131, 1320-133) has

demonstrated the practicability of quickly developing afl

abundant water supply where the water table is :within 22 feet

from the. surface in a pervious soil layer, by sinking tempo-

ra ry wells by the hydraulic pressure secured from the ordi-
nary portable porter pumps used in fire fighting.



The use of' water 1a perticularly valuable for toe

following ourposee « a) quieting or cooling down hot spots, so

that men can work close to the tire and use either the Direct

or the Two-foot methods where otherwise It would be necessary

to rely upon the Parallel method; b~) slowi.ng down the rate of

spread; c) extinguishing spot fires; d) disposing of sark..

throwing snags; e) holding the fire line; f') mopping up the

fire after completion of' the fire line.

b) Use of Oheical l

The uee of emeecls for extinguishing forest tires

is still in the experimental stage. Tests have been carried

for years' on various chemical solutions or' dusts, but the re.

suits as yet have not been enough satisfactary to edvocate

their Vidspread use. ' The idea that chemistry has something

to contribute to forest-fire control has always stripped the

Imagination. But from the first experiment in 1911 until the

present time, nothing has been found which iR definitely supe.-

nfor in practice to nn equal weight of water, except the foam-

producing combinations" (79). Fire foams are "the product of

various chemicals which, when mixed with water, cause a great

increase of volume by farming froth or bubbles, which may or

may rnot be filled with noninflammuable gas" (12). The bubbles

adhere to the burning fuel and reduce. the combustion by ex.,

clud ing the oxygen -am well a s. by coollpg down and moistening.
Most fire foams are produced when a mixtgre of sodium blcar-
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.bonate and aluminum sulphate, plus a stabilizter or bubble

former, are brought into contact with water. Gof win (71)

mentions that Othe volu~me of foam produced is about eight

times the volume of water used', and that "a gallon of gwater

mixed with a pound of foam is more fire suppressive than a

gallon of water

Barrett (32), studying the fire-extinguishing pro-

perties of the water-seoluble salts of the alkali metals,

fouind that potassium carbonate in solution is more effective

then water alone in extin'guishing fires In dense grass and

weed cover, requiring less time and less spraying solution

or w.ater-to obtain complete extinguishment. Davis and Ben..
son (4.9) concluded from a series of tests on the effective-.

ness and oracticobility of various chemical compounds in for.

eat-.fii e control, that certain combinations of dry materials

added to water increase its fire extinguishing properties in

the ratio of 25 to 1. They claim that the use of chemical

compounds can and will be developed to the point where their

efficiency "will preclude the possibility of major conflaga-

tionsA. The U. S~ 1orest Products Laboratory kiss conducted

an Investigation of the whole chemical field to determine

"whethier sny chemicals, in addition to the foam producers,.

will have~ a value for fire fighting especially greater than

that of sri equal weight of water' ( 79) . Truax (139,.1i40), re-

porting on the field tests conducted in connection with this

tnvestige.tion* claims that the extinguishing capacity of wa-.
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ter ca be incresed materially by the addition of certain

cheiiost, 'the increase depending upon both the kind of chem..

ieal and its concentration in. the solution''. He admits, how-

ever, that Miraculous results with chemicals are not to be ex-

pected, and that where an abundant supply of' water to avail-

able, chemicals are not considered to have any worth-wile ape.

plicationP' Godwirn (72) eugge.ste that, with further develop-

vent of aircraf't, the dropping foams, liquid chemicals, or

duets from airplanes may become nn effective means of fare

suppression in the future.

'Stickel. (136) concluded from his experiments with
calcium chloride as a flIre retarda~nt,. that the value of this

ohemilc8'l *io practically nil on actual fires. But, r urther

studies by 14itchel1 (103) indicate that calcium chlorde oro--
vided an effective fire retardant on going fires. Wright's

(145$) experiments on the use of' chemicals in fire suppression

show that a 20 per cent solution of ammonium ina hater was

most effective as a fire retardant, and that calcium chloride

was most efficient in serving as both fire reterdent And- Mw

regur4.. Godwin (71) ientions the pretreatmvent of fuels
with fire foams. ahead of' fires 'to check the advance and per-

mit line Wulding', foams permeating and clinging, while wa..

ter alone vaporizes.

c) Use of Dirt

On a large proportion of fires, flirt Is~ the sole or
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the maost irportent mesns of extinction. ?t is more readily

available than water, and its use may means a saving of 'time

in suppressing a fire. Clean, fresh, cool and damp Band or

dirt, obtained by throwing aside the mat of needles and dtgyft.

Sing in the ground, is very *fective in smothering a fire or

slowing the rate of combustion by reducing the supply of oxy.

gen, and in acting as an absobent for drawing~ out the heat and

so lowering the temner'ature of the fuel below the kindling

point. The real art in using dirt efficiently is to change

it frequently, finally leaving the maeterial1e comolete2ly ex.

posed, so that any lurking spot of fire can be easily detect..

ed A Dirt, is beet applied with a shovel, and ean be employed

with efficiency both for arresting the advancing edge of a

surface fire, or for extinguishing burning materials within

the fire. In applying earth or dirt, it should be thrown at

the base of the fire .with an energettc swinging motion, so

as to sca.tter out the dirt in a thin layer over the burning

embers or surface-fuels, and to make the send or dirt parti-

cles to penetret= the crevices and stick to the surface of
the Nfes6

For knocking down or temporarily checking a hot blaze,

a few shovelfuls of fine, cool. dirt are nearly as~ effective

as a bucketful of water:. Dirt tree from undecomposed organic

matter ts particularly efficacious in esttriuish{.ng flash

fuels, cooling down: hot spots, putting out blahzes in snags or

crown firers in, young growth, esuppreseng burnlrie embers, etc.



But;, fire extinguishiment with sand or dirt to a rather slow
and tedious procedure, which is most extensively used 1n
Mop-un work, The use of sand is, therefore, restriceted to

smell. fires, because of the diff'icultty of its analication in

large ouantities. The Vichicen 1rarest Tire iEsperiment Sts3-

tion has recently developed a power-driven eandwthrowing me-.

chine which may prove highly valuable in applying sand on

surface fires in sandy soils.

d) SptinsOut and' eakla

Occasionally, gross, weed or Lights- )rush fire~s can

be entirely ext inguiakhed by whtpoirig out witht' fir boughs or

pine tops, wet; gunny sacks or burlap sacks, brooms of all

types, swatters, rakes, shovels, etc. The method consists

in striking glancing blows, separetina the materials, sweep-

ing or pushing sparks and embers onto the fire, or raking

the surface litter and cleaning the soil of inflammable ma-
terial. In such fires, the fuel is so lighit that it can

only hold the fire for a few seconds. The results obtained

by this method are through smothering the flame and separp t-

tng it from new fuel, cooling it down, breaking up em ;ers
into tiny particles, and sweeping in liht litter (10$).
Embers broken up Into tiny particles go out aui ckly and do

not give off enough heat to ignite neprby mpteri&lse. In. many

surface ft~ree in the h=-rdwoad types, the fuels consistalmost
entirely if dead leaves,. and complete control na~ay be accom.
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oli shed merely by r9 king a clean Opth tbrougb the leaves at
the edge of the fire ($, 14, 15). Similarly, in fir' types,

when- 9. sum of dry, loose needles on the top of the compact

mat-carrieR a light flare of' fire ahead very rapidly, the

advance of the fare ma~y freouently be effectively checked
merely by sweeping the loose needles with a fi r or pine

bough, or another tool. One edvantame of this beating-.out

or raking method is that it can be applied with any availa..

ble or improvised tool. It is best suited to fires which
are feeding on a light surface litter, and cannot be used

effectively in dense brush. aeating-.out and retking methods

are-resorted to when water or dirt are not available or other

appropriate tools are lacking. They are also used for exti n-

gutshing tiny spot fares established across the fire line,

or for whipping~ out the flame and reducing the heat, so as
to temporarily check the advance until a permanent line can

be constructed (109.. Beating out and raking are most eaten-

sively used in mop--up work, end in extinguishing fla.sh fuels

by stopping the supply of' oxygen and preventing continued
combustion, or by robbing the fire of new fuel.

B) Methods of Control

By control is meant "to surround a fire end any spot

tires therefrom, with control lines and complete the back-.

firing of any unburned surface adjacent to the inner edge of

the control lines" (12). On large fires, when complete ex-
tinguishment isnot possible, the fire is c~ntrolled by hold-
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tig it wi thin constructed or natural barri era, the extinction

work being. carried on only over the outer edge of the burning

zorne, instead of' over the whole area. The rpurpose io to es..
tablish a break in the forest fuel and thus rob the fire of

new material. The center portion of the fire may remain ig-.

nited, but .eventually dies out on exhaustion of the available

fuels. OThis may occur immediately after the edge of the fire

to suppressed or it may require weeks, dependent upon the for--

eat cond itions and the weather" (77). Osborne (09 mentions

that control methods are used when a fire covers more thank

acre or sb, suppressionbetng then at first confined to a

narrow strip around its outer m~rgin.

When fires are controlled in contrast to 4eing extirh-

guished, a Control line Is used to s p the tire. Roads,

streams, lakes, bare rocks, vet sWamps, etc. constitute netu..

rat or constructed barriers that should be used whenever pose.

sib' e, to hold the fire in check until it is comnletely mopped

up. But, where natural or permanent firebreaks are not avail-

able, control lines must be constructed. Four orincipal clas-

ses of control-line methods are quite izenernlUy recogn{,zed

with respect to the distance of' the control line from the edge

of the fire. The four methods defined by this standard control-
line cleesification-are known go-: a) the Dtrect-method; 'b) the

'two-foot method; c) .the Parallel method; 4) the Indirect meth-.
od. The Two-toot. and the Parallel methao4 are modifications

of eitber the Direct or the Indirect meta Ada, and are not rec..



ogntWedas distinct met.hods of control by several organiza-

tions or Putbors (4, F, 6, 7, 10, 56), but the Direct and
the Indirect methods are well differentiated. Other methods

of control-.line construction are the Oblique, the Frontal,

and the Point and Cut-off methods. There are other methods

of less common usage, and combinations of the various above

methods may be used on some tires to meet existing condi-

tions in diff'erent sectors or at diff'erenlt hours of' the day.

The choice of a. method of' control-line construction is large..

ly dependent upon (g, 9, 141, 15, 108)11 a) the conditiona of

the fire at the time of attack; b) the probable changes in

the burning conditions as the day advarnces, e) the probable

effectiveness of backfiring; d) the topography and the nre-

sence of' permanent ber'nters; e) the menace from snags and
crown f1ires; f) the relative amount of' labor required and
available.

a) Direct Method

The Direct met.hod is "a method of' suppression that

applies work imrned1itely at the edge of' the fire" (12). As

themme Implies, it involves direct action on the fire it-

self. It consist-in digging'out every spark along the burn-w

ing edge, which may be done by scraping in, shoveling in, or

dinging out and throwing onto the burning zone, and includes

building a control line, beating out, cooling down or ertin-.

gul sht ng with water or dirt, out and shoveling in



burning material, cutting~ oft and throwing in the burning ends

of polesa and logs, etc. Tshe fire line coincides with the ad.

vancing edge of the fire. A 4 vei is generally the best

tool to uee with this method as all material must be thrown

in (108). It is absolutely necessary to dig down to the minx.

ermi soil and to throw the burning rutertal back onto the fire.

The advantages of the Direct method are (1U, 6, 9, 101

117): al I~t takes advantage of' the stretches which have gone

out throug~h lack of fel or changes of burning conditons; b)

It maIntains the siz2e of the fire to a iimizum and minimizes

the ohances of eseape; c) it gives no opportunity to the fir'e

to gain momentum and develop into major 6ontlsagatione; d) it

saves the time and expenses of' backfiring; e) it eliminates

the uncertain element Involved in backtir ng.

But, the Direct method also presents the following

disadvantages (9, 169, 117); a) it is not applicable on in-

tensely hot fires, as the he~it And -smoke make work impo~si-

ble; b) it usually results in a more irregular and, there.-

fore, longer fire line than with either the Parallel or the

!nd ir'est me thods; c) there Is a. great danger that smolderi ng

spots on the outer margin of the ftre line may be overlooked,
thugsnmaking patrol work more difficult; d) firetine cons-

truction ts more difftcult to supervise; e) there ise a real

danger of firemen being injured by felling snags.

The Direct, method cen be used onl.y on tires where the

rate of' spread is slow and the heat not too Irntense for the



men to work on the burning edge. Tt is Generally used when-

ever the fire can be caught in the smoldertng stage, and it
1s especial'ly recommended (2, 6, S; 9, 14, 15, 19, 77, lO10):

a) on fires In light fuels, such as grans, leaves, or duff,

~tihere the heat Is not too intense far working close to the

flame; b) when considerable stretches of the fire ere extinct,

so that the diggi.naz out of' a few smoldering spots would result

in gnMning advantage of long stretches of deed line (this con-o

dition often prevails In the enirly morning) ; ) where there

is a danger for the fire to develop Into a crown fire later

in the day; d) on steep hillsides above the tire, so as not to

Tet it goon momentum; e) wherever it woul~d be partl eulnrly

herd to control backfires on account of adverse 'wiflds, large

heed, or excessive amount of debris and sna~gs; f) -when a fire

to burning against the wrind; g) on surface and ground fires,

as t9posed to crown fires; b) whenever It is possible to use

the method sefely'.

b) Two--Foot Method

The Two-ifoot method is me. method of suppression in

which a tire line Is constructed not over two feet from the

edge of the fire" (12). The object is to leave just as lit-

tle material as possible to smolder out. It contemplates no

beck-firing and-alms to leave a. minimum strip of unburned

material. It differs from the Direct method in that it leaves

an edge of duff two feet wide to smolder out. The distance
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from the burning edge permits safer use of hand tools. A

narrow trench from 12 to 14 inches is dug down to the mineral

soil, not more than two feet ahead of the fire, the material

being thrown onto the outer edge of the fire line, end the

fire is allowed to burn out to the trench. The muethod is

particularly useful If mattocks, grub hoes, ads, hoes, rakes,

or plows are the toots avs*.lable for digging, since there is

a danger of scattering the burn'tne material with these tools

if the actual edge of the fire Is dug out (6, 77, 1O8). It

is a. substitute for the Direct method in thofte situations

where there is a .la.rge amount of fuel Fit. the edge of the fire,

as in the case of' deep duff or peat bog, anid when there is
a real dan~ger of some unseen. burning embers being left out.

aide the fire line, if the Direct eth od were used. Speial

care Ahould be given to removing small roots and pockets of

rotted wood, since these are apt to crrry svolder~nq fires
ecrose the tire line. Tbere 1R no need to employ thinSiethi.

od, which is P varilotion of the Direct method, i1f the edge of

the tire can be extinguiished without dialling a trench. If

the fire does not burn to the control line, It becomes neee-

sery to shovel all. Intervening *asbvtstible material onto-

the burned ar2ep, or to dig out intervening smoldering spots,

as in the Direct method.

The ndvente.ges of the Two-Foot metshod Rre (4i, 779 108 f

117) : a) it allow# the firemen to utilize pulling tools and

to work away from the tire" at the distance that they can reach



vith their toolsj thus permittinor to avoid excessive heat and

to build the fire line much fnater then shoirelirg close to
the fire edge; b) it simplifies supervision, elimintes the

daer of overlooking burni ng spots on the outer edge of the

'Line, and f cilitates the petrol work; e) lt1.nsures more

srqtety and comfort to the men; d) it perm#its the crew to

snitch instantly to the Direct method whenever the edge is

extinct or to work-around trees and avoid rocks and other re-

sistances to line construction; e) In digging the edge. of a

smoldering tire, burning portions may possibly be overKlooked,

which is not likely to happen if the fire. line Is dug a lit-s

tle ahead of the fire;, f) it allows a straightening of the

fire line where irreeulairities occur in the edge of the tire,

The followsing disadvantag~es are, however, cherects-

ristic of the Two-foot method (9, 109) s. a) it fails to Imme-

diately rob tbe fire of new fuel, leaving 8 strip of duff

which may hold the fire and endanger the control; b) the in-.

creased duration of the patrol and increased samount of mop..

up work often results In more work then the Direct method

tould hA ve Involved; o) there t s the danger of the, ti re i ne.

Viving a false sense of security to over-confident firemen;

d) there is the dmnger that the men may throw some embers

outside the fire line.

The Two-toot method. is p~rticul~riy nevtsablea In

sectors where the fire Isa smoldering in heavy duftf. It is
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also used when the e4ge of the tire' cannot be dug out w th hos

or mttocks, or when bs'ekfhring in difficult or irnossibte.

C) Parallel Method

:he Parallel method is "the method used io suppresslon

when a continuous fire line ise constructed oarllel to, but

wi thlnd 100 feet from the edge of the fire, end the i nterw.

vening strip is immr~edately burned ou~t" (12). The abject ts
to keep just tar enough away from the fire to enable men to

work msot efficiently, A tire tine 5- to 10-foot wide is

constructed roughly par'allelz to the fire edge and at any die-

tance from the Tire edge within a radius of 100 feet, and the
inflammable material between the advancing fire arnd the newly

constructed fire line is burned out at once. There are, how..

ever, some disagreements as to the distance between the con"
trol line and the edge of the tire: some authors mention 100

feet (12s 19, 56). whereas others specify 50 feet (2, ~ 9,

14~, 15, 108, 117). or even 30 feet (77).
The basic principles are to stay relatively elbee to

the edge of the ti re to allow latitude for dropping back far

enough to avoid intense heat and smoke, and to out across

deep fingers of the fire edge, thus decreasing the length Qt

the Line to be constructed.' The Parallel method enable one

to work somewhat away from the heat and smoke, end yet to

eonstruct a Tire line close enough, so that the area inter-

vening between the fire and the.control, line. can be quickly

burned out.
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The Parallel method differs from the Direct method

and the Two-foot method in that a. continuous fire line is

built and interior burning is done, and from the Indirect

method in that the fire line is constructed close to the fire

regardless of the topography and the presence of natural or

permanent barriers.

The advantages of the Parallel method, as compared to

the Direct and Two-foot methods, include (4, 77, 10 , 117);

a) it can be used with hot fires and allows the men to work

out of the zone of intense heat; b) it simplifies the super-

vision, eliminates the danger of overlooking burning spots..

outside the fire line, and facilitates the patrol work; a)

it allows the use of plows, scrapers, hoes, Pulaski tools,

mattocks., etc., and permits eutting across indentations and

encompassing logs, thus facilitating and accelerating the

construction of the fire line; d) the control line may em.

brace several s*ottered spot fires.

In comparison with the Indirect method, the Parallel

method presents the following advqntagea (9, 10): a) the

burning out of the intervening strip is easier than the back-

firing involved in the Indirect method; b) the firemen can

easily change to the Direct or the Twow.foot methods if the

fire dies down; c) the burned area is held to a smaller acre-

age.

But, the Parallel method also presents the following

disadvantages (9, 10$, 117)t8 a) it fails to take advantage



of the portions of the fire edge which may have gone out, and

calls for the re-establishment of a complete fire edge; b) it

is subject to the danger that the firemen fail in trying to

burn out the intervening strip between the control line and

the edge of the fire, or that the burning gae beyond cone*

trol or develops into a crown fire; c) it delays the issue of

the fire, thus involving more labor and expenses.

The use of the Parallel method is. advisable when the

heat of the fire prevents the use of the Direct or the 'wo.

foot methida, but when the heat is rnot so excessive as to

necessitate the use of the Indirect method.e It is particueo

~larly recommended (2, 6, 99 9914a 15; 19, 77, log): a) on

fast-running surfice fires; b) on the flanks of crown fires,

or on weak crown fires that Quiet down st night; c) when

using plows and tractors; d) on sectors where the litter is

such as it can be ignited easily and is likely to burn out

without special danger; e) on sectors where the control line

can be shortened by making, eifl.offs; f) on steep elopes be..

low the fire. The Parallel method is best. for holding a tire

down to a small site, but should not be depended on in a

heavy wind or with large f ire s. It should also never be used

when there is any danger of inability to burn out the inter.

vening strip end making the fire burn clean to the edge of

the control line.

d) Indirect Method

The Indirect method, aleo referred to as the Back..
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firing method, is'the one in which "the control line is 18-

cated along favorable breaks In topography or nntural fire-.

breaks, and the intervening strip is backfireGw (12). By

implication, any control line more than 100 feet from the

edge of the fire represents an application of the Indirect

method, even if the line is not located along a break in the

topography (12). In this method, the fire fighters drop beck
from the advancing fire to a firebreak or to some good naeW-

ral control line or fire line built as a dart of tihe suppres-

sion Bork, where they set backfires whieh a" allowed to run

toward the main fire. It consists, therefore. in completing

a continuous control line quite a cdiaPaneIn a'lvnce of the

fire,, taking advantage of permanent firebreaks, such as roads,

streams, lakes, open ridge tops, etc,, and then backfiring as

soon as it Is safe to do so. Backfires are usually not set

until the line across the entire edge of the fire is completed.

Extremely good judgment and an unusual amount of skill

are reculred in setting backfires in such a way that they will

not get out of control. This method should not be used unl~es

the control line can be completed and backfired in the early

morning, before the hes~t of the day. Tile purpose th~ke In-

direct method is to starve the main fire, by burning out a

idde strip of area ahead of the fire. Bacekfires are, however,

risky because they may get'across. thle control line and develop

into uncontrolled tires. The method is, therefore, an emer-

gency one, end should not be employed if aoiy of the other mesth.-
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ode described can be sucoessfulty epplied. Even running crown

fires frequently come to the ground, end nearly always do at

night, and cen then be fought by the other methods.

Success in using this method is largely dependent upon

taking advantage of the indraft of the main fire, or of slopes,

changes in. wind direction, to., to carry the backfire in

against the advancing edge of the fire. The .backfires should

be set close to the control line, so that the fire will have

no opportunity to gain momentum in running toward the fire

line. If a fire is running uphill, the backfire should be

set just over the highest ridge and allowed to spread toward

the main fire. The setting of backfires on elopes aooe an

advancing fire should be avoided. The two most important

points in the application of the Indirect method are: a)

when the backfire first blates up along the fire line; b)

when the backfire meets the main fire. Firemen must be on

the watch at these 'times forh'ekve'eor spo tfires. It

is also recommended that the fire line be constructed as close

as practicable to the main fire, and that the backfires be set

from three to six feet inside the control line, rather than

directly at the edge of the fire line.

The Indirect method differs from the Parallel method

by. the width of the intervening strip between the control line

and the edge of the fire, and by the faet that the backfiring

is not generally started before the line is completed across

the entire edge of the fire. The advantages of the Indirect
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method are (9, 108, 117): a) it permits taking advantage of

favorable breaks in topography and natural or constructed

firebreaks; b) firemen are not troubled by excessive heat or

smoke from the main fire, resulting in a much faster line-

construction work; c) it often calls for a much shorter con

trol line, thus speeding the construction of the control line;

d) it allows one to select more open country for easier and

faster line construction; e) it procures more safety to the

men.

But, the following disadvantages are also encountered

with the Indirect method (9o 108, 117): a) it fails to take

advantage of the portions of the fire edge which may have

gone out, and calls for the re-establishment of a new fire

edge; b) it is subject to the danger that the backfires can-

not be made to burn after the completion of the control line;

c) there is also the danger that the backfires fail to starve

the main fire, and cause disastrous conflagations by adding

its heat and momentum to that of the main fire; d) it i4volves

the burning out of a wide strip of area ahead of the main fire;

e.) it sometimes throws too much confidence upon the judgment,

strategy and skill of tacticians.

As already mentioned, the Indirect method is a last

resort when the use of the other methods has proved a failure

or would be futile. Being an emergency method it should sel-

dom be necessary. The conditions which warrant the use of the

Indirect method are produced by extreme ,JL, dryness and high
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wind velocities, which have caused the tires to crown, or
may cause them to crown at any time, or which make it possi~-
ble for the tires to generate such a terrific heat that-the

uses of other adethods is humanly impossible or would jeopard-

ie the 'fiveB of the men working on the tires. Cases. when

this method could be advantageously utilized include (2, 6,

9, 10, 140 15, 105) a a) on hots ftast-.spreading tires re-

quiring attack at a distance to provide the necessary work-

able conditiens. and time-to set a -control Lne around the

Tire; b) w~hen very low humidities, exceedingly dry and com-
bustible fu~1s, high winds, precipitous elopes result in

running crown fires; o) when fires are travelling fast in

old slashiflgs or windfalls, where control line construction

is a very slow process; d) when spot fires are so numerous

and increase in size so rapidly that the only practical

method of control is to tall back for a Bafe distance as to

include the spot Fires with the main tire, construct a-con-.

tr'ot line, and then back fire the who1.e area; .a) when natua..

ral or constructed firebreaks are available close to the

edge of the fire; f) when control lines can be completed. in
a relatively short time, and conditions are especially favoo.

rable for backfiring; g) when tires have to be fought in

rocky areas or on steep hillsides.

e) Other Control. Methods

The other methods of' control are modifice3tions of the
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Indirect method, in which the location of the control line

is adapted to fit special conditions encountered on differ.-
.

ent fires (7, 10). They all provide, as in the Indirect

method, for the:construction of a fire line at critical points

and the backfiring of the intervening strip between this con-

trol line and the main fire.

The Oblique method is used when a good-sized fire

is advancing with a fairly uniform front, thus presenting no

district points or tongues which may be attacked separately.

Under such aircumstances it would be decidedly dangerous if

the main fire would strike all points of the fire line or

the backfire at the same time. Using an oblique control line,

the main fire comes up to the fire line or meets the back.

fire successively at different points instead of simultane-

ously over the whole head of the fire, and is more easily

handled. Otherwise, there would be the danger that the simul-

taneous meeting of the wide head of the fire with the whole

backfire may develop a tremendous heat resulting in whirling

drafts, and set spot fires across the control line.

The Frontal method is a quare-front method involving

the construction of a fire line square across the head of the

fire, at right angle with the direction of the sred, and

eventually surrounding the whole fire. It 1, prrticulery

useful in the case of long, narrow fires with. no pronounced
points or fingers.

The Point and Cut-Off method is used on irregularly-
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shaped fires with several advancing points or fingers. Fire

lines are built in front of each point to cut off these fin-

eers. The scheme is to emphasize the concentration of the

attack at the most critical points, with provision for later

line construction to cut off the flanks.

C7NTROL-LIE ESPECTFICATIQCS

Success in controlling fires is lrgely dependent

upon the location, ste and other characteristics of the fire

line. Line location, one of the most important considerations

in controlling fires, was already referred to in describing

the various methods of control-Line construction with refer-.

ence to the distance of the fire line from the edge of the

fire. The designation of the most advantageous location is

an art reouiring nice judgment on the part of the fire boss

in considering the values at stake, the method of attack, The

rapidity of construction, the presence of barriers, etc. (7).

Important points to keep in mind in connection with line loca-

tion include (6, 7, 9, 10, 77,. 109, 117, 121, 124)4 a) stay

as close to the fire as heat permits; b) avoid areas of dense

underbrush and heavy fuels where fire-line construction is A

slow and costly process, and where control lines are hard to

hold; c) run lines around stumps, logs, snags, etc., which

are hard to remove and may be a source of danger; d) make no

sharp angles in the fire line; e) avoid extreme slopes, lines

on level ground being far easier to hold than those on slopes;



f) avoid lines running straight up and down a hill; g) avoid

hillsides where rolling cones and burs are a source of danger;

h) catch fires on the downhill side of slopes, and do not let

them cross the bottom of a hill and get a start on the uphill

opposite slope; 1) before dropping back to a natural fire-

break, be sure that there is no chance of constructing a safe

control line nearer the fire; j) be sure that the line is

sufficiently away from the fire to allow enough time to con-

struct the line end backfire before the main fire comes in;

k) the lee side of a ridge is preferable to the windward side;

1) take advantage of all available features; m) make the most

efficient use of all available machinery; n) locate the fire

line so that rolling embers cannot cross; o) akse fires lines

as short as possible and as free as practicable from tortu-

ous windings; p) take advantage of all dead sectors on the

fire edge; q) give an uphill start to the backfires; r) elimi-

nate high-hazard types where possible; s) locate fires lines

far enough to enclose falling snags and catch sparks; t) se-

lect the most open locations; u) provide for safety to the

men; v) encircle areas where spot fires are -so numerous a e to

make impracticable to handle them as individual fires.

The width of the fire line has a direct bearing upon

both its effectiveness in controlling fires and the ease, ra-

pidity and cost of its construction. Since the object is to

get the most efficient line in the shortest time and st the

least cost, the size of the control line should be as small
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as contingent w th the conditions to be encountered and the

values st stake. The width of the control line varies with

(7, 10, 117): a) the type of fuel and cover; b) the wind ve-

locity; c) the character of the slopes; d) the condition of

the fuels; e) the actual and expected burning conditions. As

a general rule, the tendency is to build strips 6 to 12 feet

wide with bare soil over practically the entire width (77).

One region of the U. S. Forest Service (9) has published a

table of specifications for line construction, in which it

is shown that, for different fuel types, the total width of

the fire line may vary from 1 to S feet, and that the width

of the area cleaned to mineral soil ranges from } to 2 feet.

Another region of the U. S. Forest Service (124) has also

published a table indicating, for different fuel types, the

total width to be cleared, which ranges from 1 to 60 feet,

and the, width to be cleaned to the mineral soil, which va-

ries from 1 to 10 feet. Most control lines involve the.

clearing of a strip of from a few feet up to 15 or 20 feet

through the fuels, the digging of a narrow trench through

the duff, humus and other vegetable matter, down to the

mineral soil, and the removal of any such threat as snags

inside the fire line, which may fall across the line (19).

Other considerations of iinortance in connection

with line construction include (6, 9. 9, 14, 15, 117, 124)t

a) clean all lines to mineral soil for all or a part of thq

width; b) dispose of the material so as to facilitate back--



firing and not to interfere with the mopping up; c) protect

undercut lines against rolling embers; d) scrape or throw all

burning orccharred fuel into the line; e) the effectiveness

of a given width of line can be increased by using dirt or wa-

ter to cool down adjacent fire and cover fuels on the outside

of the control line; f) use temporary lines to slow down the

fire when additional time is needed for the construction of

the main control line;. g) as little fuel as possible should

be left inside the fire line; h) the debris removed in digging

the fire line may be thrown either inside or outside the line,

depending on whether it will be useful in the burning-out pro-

cess or will foom a menace by smoldering or throwing spBrkB;

i) the fire line cannot be considered safe until it has been

burned out clean to the edge of the fire.

MAN-POWER ORGANIZATION

Man power plays an important role in-fire suppression,

so that the planning of man-power organization has a direct

bearing upon the outcome of a fire. The objective in line

construction is to accomplish as much effective work as pos-

sible per man..hour. The size of the crew and the placement of

the men on the fire line has-much to do with the output of ef-

ficient work.

The size of the suppression crew has already been dis-

cussed in connection with the dispatching action and the

strength of attack. As in any other production management,

fire-control planning requires the highest possible output
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the most rapid and economical standard of line construction.

For each different fire there is a size of crew which shows

the most efficient sunoression work. This optimum size of

crew and its highest output vazyp orimarily vith the ree st-

ance to line construction, or *the relative difficulty of

constructing control line a, determined by the character and

density of fuels, soil conditions, and topographyO (12). The

rate of line construction may be expressed in chains of held

line per man-hour, or in man-hours per chain of held line.

Hornby's (95) study of fire-control planning indicates a

range of from 0.2 to 1049 man.hours per chain of held line.

One region of the U. S. F6rest Service (9) has published a

table indicating the rate of output per number of men, which

shows that the output decreases as the number of men increases.

The same findings were reported by Vatthews (94) and Hanson

and Abell (76), who also indicate that the outout per man.

hour decreases as the site of the crew increases. The letter

authors (76) show that a 5- to 6-man crew was most efficient

on northern California fires from 1925 to 1937 in extreme

dry periods, and that crews of from 3 to 4 men made up the

most efficient size for oeriod of lower inflammability.

Experience also reveals that, on normal fire-suppres.

sion work, one crew leader cannot give effective suervision

to more than S to 10 firemen performing a single function,

and that crews of from 25 to 30 men under the supervision of
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a crew boss, and subdivided into three smaller crews under

the direction of straw bosses, make very efficient mnan-porer

units (9, 1h). Likewise, the perimeter of large fires Ite

very often divided by topographical features or fuel types

into sevsral. sectors, which can be most effilcien\tly managed

and supervised as more or less Independent units by a sector

boss in cherge of from 2 to 5 crews totalizing between 50 and

125 firemen (9, 14). Sector bosses are supervised by division

bosses having charge of tiwo or more sectors, wherea~s the fire

boss, also referred to. as the foremnf, is in charge of and

responsible for all, the operations or activittes of' the sup-.

pression work. The size of crews ,phoul~d not be larger than

the boss can supervise adequately.

Such an organization of large crews into small: units

may have a very worth-w hile effect in decreasing the non-pro-

ductive time due to waiting, reit'ing, loafing, and other inef'-

fiiencies that tend to Increase a~s the site of the crew In-
creases and supervision is spread thinner and thinner. Sev-.

eral. methods of organising large crews eccotdipfg to special

patterns were devised as a way to maintain fire-fighting ef-.

ficiency to a maximum. They include: a) the Sector method;

b) the Squad method; a) the "'unctionl-crew-unit method; d)

the. Specialized.-group method; e) the Individual-assignment

method; f') the One-lick method; g) the Variable-.lick method;

h) the Man--passing-man method; 1) the 10- to 15-foot method;

3)the Progressive method;*Ik) the Progressive-set.-up method;

1) the Austin-.rotary method; mn) the Torch-and-flapper method.



A) Sector Method

The Sector method (77) is the method in vohich the

man po'oyer engaged for line construction on large fires is

divided into small crews, a short sector being *saigned to

each. Each unit works under the direction of a straw boss

who is himself supervised by the crew boss or the fire boss.

When a crew unit has finished its allotment, it steps for-.

wArd past the rest of the men, and starts another sector.

B) SQuad Method

The Squad method is a refinement of the Sector meth-

od in which "the men are usually split into groups according

to the tools they have, and work et the edge of the fire

wherever work is most needed" (4). This method has probably

evolved from the time when a crew was assembled with little

or no organization or overhead, for combating fires. When a

piece of line Is completed, the firemen move ahead to another

location that appears to need attention.

According to Schroeder (117), this is orobsbly the

most common system, allowing for very definite supervision

and being very flexible. Each man usually has at least two

tools, one for digging and one for cutting, using any of

them as the necessity arises. A squad usually consists of

from 6 to 10 men under the direction of a straw boss. From

4 to 10 squads may form a crew under the supervision of a

crew boss, who may also be the fire boss. Attempts have been

made to systematize this method with varfing degrees of suc-

ces.



One advantage of this method is that there is little

chance of the fire cutting across between the men and split-

ting the crew (4). Other advantages of this method include

(117)* a) the squad leader hss such a direct snoervision

over his small crew that he is able to direct his smen effi-

ciently; b) the constant association of the squad members

add to their efficiency; c) soued units may be organized be-

forehand and function as a regular fire-fighting organiza-

tion; d) the method allows for the relief of individual unite

and their replacement without disruption of the supervision

work.

But, the Squad method presents very serious disad-

vantages (4, 117): a) it is one of the slowest methods of

line construction; b) a great deal of work is entailed in

packing extra tools and discarding one tool for another; c)

men are continually in each other's way, resulting in a gen-

eral confusion; d) there is nothing to force the men to ex.-

ert themselves beyond their ordinary rate of work.

C) Funotional-Crew-Unit Method

The Functional--crew-unit method (9) is another an-

plication of the Sector method, based on the old crew-unit

scheme, by which each crew has but one function to perform.

It is the most common method used in the Northern region of

the U. S. forest Service. The first crew carrieg axes or

Pulaski tools, and clears the line of the smaller fuels suf-

ficiently to permiit trench construction; the next crew is
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the digging unit, using Pulaski tools, hoes or shovels, and

building the trench; next comes the clean-up crew, burning

out lines with torches or felling snags and cutting the

punky logs from across the line with saws, and the patrol

and mopping-up crews with shovels or back-pack pumps. The

ratio of men in the various units has to be adjusted to meet

the character of line-construction work.

Best use of this method is made where the resistance

to line construction is extreme, snd where the amount of

work involved is so considerable as to permit functional..

izing each crew unit without loss of time or energy. The ad-

vantages of the method may be summarized as followsl a) e'ch

member of the functional crew units is under the constant su..

pervision of his straw boss; b) it permits assigning each

man to the tool with which he is mopt skilled; c) it limits

the number of tools to but one per man; d) it rr.kes an en-

tire organized-crew unit available for action on hot spots

or break-avers; e) it promotes competition between the units,

in that each one tries to keep ahead of the others.

The Functione.l-crew-unit method also presents disad-

vantagest a) men are bunched up, and lose much time in crawl-

ing around each other when one moves up to a new section of

the line; b) greater chance for accidents results from the

crowding of men on the fire line; c) constant shifting of

men from one functional'aWM unit to another is necessary as

fuel types change; d) it lacks flexibility for pulling out



crews for spot fires, etc., the entire unit having to be re-

organized each time; e) there is the danger that the fire

may get across when one crew unit gets too far ahead of the

next unit; f) working in group makes it hard to measure the

output of held line construction per individual.

D) Specialized-Group Metti4d

The Specialized-group method (117) is a method of

managing man power on line-constructio work, by n~Lcing all

firemen in their respective class of labor for which they

are most proficient. It is also a modification of the Sec-

tor method, in which an attempt is made to take advantage

of special ability in handling tools, by allowing the fire-

men to use the tool with which they are most familiar, and

by grouping together in special units all -men most skilful

in handling any particular tool. There may be as many

groups ae needed for performing such functions as felling

timber, bucking logs, clearing the way, digging the trench,

polishing up and regularizing the fire line, etc. The num-

ber of men in-each group varies accord ng to the difficulty

of the particular assignment. Each unit is under the direct-

ion of a leader, who is answerable to the crew boss or the

fire boss.

The adventages of the Specialized..group method in-

clude: a) the total work done may be increased by allowing

each man to do the work for which he is best fitted; b)

firemen are stimulated in their work by their pride of their
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ability; o) the method eliminates the confusion vhich results

from crowding a whole crew in the same sector.

Disadvantages are also encountered; a) the difficulty

of adapting the men to a change in routine after they have

been maintained at a particular job for which they were most

fitted; b) the difficulty of reorganizing the groups along

different lines, to take over other duties which may need to

be performed.

E) Individual-Assignment Method

The Individual-assignment method, also referred to

as the Station method (4), is a system of man-power organi-

tation in which "men are assigned individually to designated

lengths of fire edge, the task of each man being to hot spot

the fire as needed, construct control line, and procees with

backfiring and mop up" (12). This method was developed for

use in lighter-type fuels or on slow-spreading fires (9).

The underlying principle is the assignment, to esch indivi-

dual man, of a specific piece of line, the limits of which

are definitely determined. Other men as*ppo1tedaassayers,

as in the Snuad method, or for such special jobs as scout-

ing for spot fires or hot spotting ahead of the control line.

The objective of the method is to obtain maximum output of

held-line construction through "the emotional stimulus from

a sense of individual responsibility for a specified piece

of line and for measurable accomplishment in control-line

construction" (12). The men are assembled at the beginning
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of the control line and shown the type of line-construction

work to be done. Esch man is assigned a 5efinite strip, the

length of which varies according to the size of both the

fire and the crew. Ench man is provided with a shovel, a

mattock, an axe or a Pulaski tool. When a man has completed

his section of line, he may either proceed with backfiring

or mop-up work, or help his neighbors on line-construction

work. After completion of the line portion assigned to a

crew, the main crew is moved ahead to a new sector, leaving

just P few men for beckflrin gnd mopping up. In order to

place individual responsibility on each man, the same length

of line will be assigned to every one, thus preventing the

men fr-om interfering with each other, and stimulating effort

and pride of accomplishment. The Individual-assignment meth-

od is especially suited to the Direct method of attack, but

it is also practicable on any other method of control.

The chief ndvantages of this method are (4, 9)& a)

it takes advantage of one's pride of accomr.lishment, by plac-

ing responsability on each individual for output; b) it per-

mite the simultaneous attack on a larger portion of the fire

edge than any other known method; c) men Are not in each

other's way, and much confusion and waste of time is elimi-

nated in moving men forward to a new sector; d) it decreases

the chances of injury by spacing the men.

But, it also presents the following disadvantages

(4, 9): a) it requires the individual training of each crev
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member in all phases of line construction and holding; b) most

members of the crew are a part of the time out of the eight

of their boss; o) it scatters-man power to the extent that

temporary concentration of forces to strike a hot spot is dif-

ficult, and that there is a.possibility of the fire cutting

across between the individuals; d) the men being scattered,

more tools are needed to provide them with the necessary souip-

ment; e) it does not provide an avenue of escape as a safety

factor for the men.

F) One"Lick Method

The Onewliek method, also referred to as the Progres.

sive method, is a system of man-power organisation in which

an entire crew of line-construction men moves forward w1.th-

out changing their relative positions in line" (12). It wes

devised for typical. brush fires, but variations and adapta..

tions have been spolied in various locations and fuel types.

This method is directly the opposite in orinciple to the

Individual-assignment method, no fireman being responsible

for any one piece of line. The crew is lined up and moves

forward, each mrn contributing a pert to the finished line as

he goes (4). The whole crew moves forward progressively, lea-

ing a finished fire line in its wake. No single member of the

crew does a comoleti Job of fire-line construction, but each

member performs a single operation and mwves on Quickly, leav-

ing the next man behind to perform another strip in the proc-
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ess, and so on until the last men in the crew hns performed

the last act necessary to comolete that nortion of the line

(9). There is no stop in the forward motion. The leader mere-

ly marks the line of progress; the succeeding men with saws or axes

opeB up the line and clean it out, no man stopping in an at-

tempt to complete an operation, but contributing only as much

as he can without holding up ecrew (4). The method recuires

that the leader be very proficient in laying out the line, and

very energetic in speeding the work. As men move forward, they

do one lick of the work, then advance one or more steps, the

number of steps being controlled primarily by the number of

men and the consequent proper spacing of licks in order that

the control line may be completed when the lpat man has passed

over it (12).

The One-lick method is merely an adaptation of mass-

production industrial methods to the fire-suppression job. "The

principle is that a fire line should be built about as fast as

a man con advance through thick brush, occasionally hacking

off limbs in his way, and should be imoroved a little by each

succeeding man" (77). The emotional stimulus which comes from

$hythm, continuous forward movement, and feeling of great ac-

complishment, largely contributes obtain maximum output of

line-construction work.

The kind of tools needed, the spacing of men, and the

rapidity of the forward motion depend on the number of men in

the crew, the fuel type, etc., whereas the kind of tool assign-
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ed to the members of the crew depends on their relative oosi-

tion in the line, the axes coming first, followed by the hoes,

then the snag-fellers, the shovels, the torches, etc. One re-

gion of the T. S. Forest Service (9) describes the One-lick

method as made up of standard 25-man crews, including one crew

boss, three straw bosses and twenty-one firemen distributed

into three units and equipped as follows for medium-fuel type:

a) first units 5 ares and 2 Pulaski tools; b) second unit: 1

water bag, 4 Pulaski tools, (and 2 brush throwers 4ithout equip..

ment); c) third units 2 saws, I are and 2 shovels. The prin-

ciples involved can be applied to any size of crew from 5 to

100 men. Important features in connection with the use of

this method include (4) the class of labor available and the

selection Of the right tools for the job at hand. Provision

has to be done for burning out, backfiring, patrolling and

mopoing up.

McReynolds (97) and Campbell (39) report a signi icant

increase of almost 200 per cent in the amount of fire line

built per man-hour under the One-lick method as contrasted to

the Sector method or other conventional methods. The advan-

tages of the method may be sum:narized as follows (39, 97, 117)

a) a decided increase in speed of line construction per man-

hour; b) a noticeable decrease in the amount of time used in

shifting men; o) a reduction in the number of accidents caused

by tools, due to the elimination of the crew members passing

each other while working; d) there is no opportunity for the



members of the crew to feel that they yield more than they

receive, and to lean or sit down, every one bing lined up

and compelled to keep up with the rest of the crew; f) indi-

vidual training of the crew memwers is not so important as with

the Individual-assignment method.

The disadvantages of the method include (4, 31, 97a

117): a) crews must be trained more thoroughly than for some

other method, although reports (106) indicate that the method

was used to advantage with untrained civilian fire fighters;

b) it is difficult to keep the men moving and working at the

same time; c) it is hard on the men. But, the latter diffi-

culty could be obviated by working in shorter shifts, Indeed,

it is believed that 4-hour work is the maximum a crew can ef-

ficiently produce by this method (31, 39, 11.7).

G) Variable-Lick Method

The Variable-lick method (96) is another orogressive

method of managing men through regimentation to obtain maxi-

mum output of control line per man engaged. Its essential

features ere described as follows: a) the entire crew of fire-

men moves forward slogg the fire line without ehanging the

relative position of the men in the line; b) a fixed percent-

age of the available man power is assigned to a particular

job and is equipped for that purpose; c) the spacing of men

wi.thin each unit is a variable which-must be kept above a mi-

nimum as a safety measure and below a maximum for the sake

of efftiency; d) the clearing crew of exmen works as indi.



viduals in a progressive line, but not by the Individual-as

signment method, under the direction of a straw boss; e) a

Puleski-tool crew directed by a straw boss acts as an emer-

gency unit which functions in both clearing and diRgtng as

the need arises; f) the digging crew of hazel-hoe men headed

by a straw boss works as a unit, step by step, blow by blow,

regimented by a count spoken aloud which results in a step

forward or a digging blow performed simultaneously'by all the

members of the crew.

. Field testashow that the method can be used efficient-

l,- with crews ranging from $ to 49 men. Every man of a crew

is a worker contributing his bit to the finished job. Provi-

sions must be made for bucging out, burning out, backfiring,

patrolling, holding and mopping up; after completion of the

control line. The variable-lick method is not applicable to

the Direct method of attack, but may well be applied with the

Tvo-foot, Parallel and Indirect methods of control.

The Variable-lick method presents the following advan-

tages: a) the maximum output in the minimum time and with the

least effort is obtained from the digging crew by using the

counting system; b) the stimulus and thrill produced by the

feeling of great accomplishment resulting from cooperative ef-

fort builds up a high morale and zest for the obstacles ahead;

c) the accident rate per man engaged is maintained to a minimum

by the rigid spating.

The disadvantages of this method are: a) since it is
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a highly technical method, it cannot be successfully used by

inexperienced fire bosses; b) certain people adapt themselves

rather poorly to this method, feeling that their production

is above the rate of pay received; a) inexperienced crews

soon become leg and tool weary (which can be obviated by short-

ening the shift duration); d) the method may affect seriously

the physical condition of crew members,

H) Man-Passing-Man Method

The Man..passina-man method (12) is a system of man-

aging man power on a fire, in which "after eompletina a stretch

of clearing or fire-line-construction work, a men pe.ases by

other men in moving to his next task". As compared kyth the

Individual-assignment 9nd One-lick methods, the Man-passing-

man method provides, in certain infrequent but important si-

tuations, a better chance for a fast retreat, and must, there-

fore, be used as a safety measure.

This method is not designed with any particular refer-

ence to the emotional response by the members of the crew, or

to the speed of line construction. It can be used with less

advanced planning- and training than in the case of the Indi-

vidual-assignment and One-lick methods, and under certain con-

ditions it must be resorted to.in clearing with the One-lick

method.

I) 10- to 2 foot.Method

The 10- to 15-foot method (96) was devised for mansg-



ing lerge crews of fire fighters for fire-line construction

in tangled heavy fuels. It differs only slightly from the

One-lick method. IWVSzdevel pto cope with the extremely

heavy fuels encountered in a blowdown area. The presence

of tangled heavy fuels made it necessary for the men to work

in place and take several lies rather than just one, and

then to step ahead as in the One-lick method. To regulate

the forward speed of the crew, the men were instructed to

work enntinuously as they proceeded taking as many licks as

possible, but never getting closer or farther than from 10

to 15 feet to or from the next man. A space of at least 5

feet was thus provided for each man to work intensively

whenever a hold-up prevented forward progress.

Crews averaged 135 men, but varied from 90 to 175

men. Varying the site of the crews did not materially af-

feet the production por man-hour. The largest crews were

approximately constituted as follows: a) 1 fire boss and

t assistant; b) 1 head scout and 3 assistants; c) 1 clear-

ingt-crew boss, 1 assistant, 4 straw bosses and 4n firemen

divided into 4 sections; d) 1 diming-crew boss, 1 assist-

ant, 5 straw bosses and 5n men distributed into 5 units;

a) 1 patrol-nd mop-up-crei boss,.1 assistant, 3 straw

bosses and 30 men divi ded into 3 groups; f) 1 communication

boss and 5 men; g) 12 water boys; h). 14 time-keepers, clerks,

packers, etc.; i) total: 175 men.. The three crews (clearing,

digging and patrol and mop-up) worked individually, the

clearing crew, for example, advancing as-fast as it could
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and not waiting forthe'idgging crew to keep ce. The mem.

bers of the patrol and mop-up crew served a diggers until

each men w-s assigned to hi 3-chain petrol and mop-up beat.

The men once on the fire line were spread over a. distance

varying from 1,200 to 1,00 feet.

Hulett (56). reports that the average time worked on

the line varied from 4 hours and a half to 5 hours and two

thirds, and that under normal cond itions from one third. to

one half of a chain of line Der man-hour, in extremely

heavy-fuel type,. can be cleared and dug for each hour the

crews are actually on the job.

J) ProgressiveMethod

The Progressive method (40, 115) of line construc-

tion is another variation of the One-lick method. Besties

taking advantage of the merits of the One-lick method with

reference to the elimination of the time lost by men pa.ss-

ing each other in the line, and the enthusiasm snd unity of

effort resulting from the rapid progress. The Progressive

method is claimed to be "superior to the One-lick method in

that men do more effective work by. taking a stance and com.

pleting a unit of work, and each man can be held accounta-

ble for R given segment of line" (40). - Each man is assign-

ed to a job according to his aptitude and training. The

system was experienced on a 40-ma.n crew organized as fol-

lows (40): a) 1 scout; b) 1 line locator; c)- 1 clearing-



squad straw bos8 and 9 axmen; d) 1 digging- and clearing-squad

straw boss and 10 Pulaski-tool' men; e) 1 digging-squad straw

boss and 10 hoe men; f) 1 backfiring-- and line-holding-squad

straw boas and 3 shovel men; g) 2 saw men, for felling and

bucking; h) 1 water man. The crew leader controlled the move-

ment of the squads in such a way as to effect the highest rate

of held-line construction. Each man of the crew was given a

nuber, which he kept throughout the season. The crew oeca-

sionally 'as split into two units, even-numbered men going

one way and odd-numbered men another way. This resulted in

a saving of time devoted to walking, and in allowing the crew

to start the line at the head of the fire, and to Droceed on

both sides of the head toward the reer. The disava.ntAPe,

however, wes the difficulty of giving adequate suoervision.

Each man is given a segment of line of about 15 feet, and,

if one member of the crew completes his section before the

men ahead of him, he and the others move up one segment,

there being no passing in the line (119).

Cliff and Anderson (4r) report an average rate of

held-line construction of 1.04 chains per man-hour by the

Progressive method, as compared No a standard production of

0.51 chain per man-hour in the North Pacific region of the

U. S. Forest Service. For a three-year period, the accom-

plishmente of this Progressive crew indicate a held-line

production of 0.34 chain oer man-hour, as compared 'to 0607

chain per man.4hour for other crews in the same region. The
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Progressive method develops among the members of the crew a

oride of their work which drives them to unusual accomolish-

ments (115).

K) Progressive-Set-U p Method

The Progressive-set-up method (9, 30) is n method of

managing man power on line .construction, which borrows from

the One-Lick method, the 10- to 15-foot method, the Individu-

al-Assignment method, and the Progressive method. The system

differs from the Functionel-crew method in that the entire

crew progresses forward with ech member occupying the same

pelative oosltion through the work period. The principle is ibat

each member of a unit has a definite sesignment of work to

accomplish and will work on this section until it is complet-

ed, or until some other member of:the unit finished the work

in his section; then the whole crew moves ahead. Ordinarily

the crew consists of three 7-man squads with a straw boss in

charge of each squad, and of one or more saw units stationed

at the rear of the crew. The first squad is a' clearing unit

squipped with axes; the second is a loosening unit equipped

with grub hoes;- the third is a digging unit eouioned with

shovels. The lest two or three men of the clearing squd

may be equipped with Pulaski tools instead of axes. The crew

members space themselves about 15 feet avart along the fire

line. Each man is given a number and is required to com-

plete the work in his section, unless another man behind,

number 4, for example, has already completed his section, In
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which case firemen number 4 and all those before him move up

to the point where the man ahead was working, while f1reman

number 1 in the squad steps 15 feet forward. *hen, as another

< example, firemen.number 7 completes his section, then.fire-

man number 7 and all those before him move 15 more feet for-

ward, except fireman number 5, who moves 30 feet forward, be-

cause the 15 feet of fire line next to his section had been

completed before by fireman number 4. The straw boss is the'

key to a smooth working squad, and it is extremely important

that he be alert at all times .

It is believed that the Progressive-.set-up method has

definitely proved noticeably superior to many other methods.

The advantages claimed in its favor are: a) it speeds up the

line oro.duction; b) it assures a finishes job when the last

man passed any point; o) the output of each man is evident at

all times; d) there is no opportunity for soldiering or malin-

gering on the job; e) it insures adequate safety to the men,

who never pass each other end never get close together.

L) Austin-Rotary Method

The Austin-Rotary method (9, 21, 127), also referred

to as the Spinni.ng-Firemen method (99), was developed as a

way to speed up line construction, on fast-spreading fires in

light grass fuels. It was devised for knocking down fires

with dirt, and does not work where mineral soil is not readi-

ly available. It has proved very effective for small crews

on cheat grass fires. It is a progressive method, eliminating

any lost motion if properly managed. Four or five men are
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about the maximum that can perform efficient work on one part

of the line at a time (99), four being an adequate number

where digging is not too difficult.

The men are equipped with a shovel, and are organized

as follows, assuming a four-man drew (9, 21): a) the first

man fills his shovel, steps close to the. fire and 'whips his

load of dirt as far as possible up the fire edge, throwing

the dirt while moving forward; he then moves ahead parallel

to the fire edge about three times the distance covered by

his shovelful of dirt, and about one or two steps away from

the fire, loads his shovel aein, and starts the procedure

all over again; b) the second man steps to the fire edge.

where the first man's dirt swath ended, whips his shovelful,

andmoves quickly ahead of the first man; c) the third man

releases his shovelful of dirt where the second man's dirt

swath ended, and follows the same pattern as the first and

second men; d) the fourth man follows behind, shoveling and

extinguishing persistant tufts of matted grass which were

not completely knocked out. Each man maintains constant his

relative position in the crew. The movement of the crew

gives the appearance of a three-man wheel rolling up the edge

of the fire (9, 21), each man rotating clockwise when throw-

ing his shovelful of dirt onto the fire, and. anticlockwise

when stepping aside to fill his shovel vi th fresh dirt (99).

When dirt is plentiful, a four-man crew moves forward about

as fast as the men would simply walk.
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M) Torch-and-Flspper Method

The Torch-.and-Flapper method (9) is an adaptation of

the One-lick method to meet the conditions on grass fires. It

is also a progressive system in that the entire crew move

forward along the line with each member maintaining a constant

relative position in the lineup. It e particularly valuable

on lerge grass fires where the Indirect method of attack is

applied, but it can be used to excellent advantage with the

Direct, Two-foot or Parallel methods of attack. It reoutre

a crew of 15 men or more distributed as follows: a) I crew

boss; b) 1 line locator; ) 1 torch man, backfiring the line

selected by the locator; d) 5 flapper men, knocking out the

edge of the backfire on the side opposite from the main fire;

e) 3 Pulaski-tool men, using One-lick tactics in eutting off

strips of smoldering fuel left by faeppers; f) 3 shovel. men,

shoveling in smoldering material; g) 1 water man; enuiped

with a back-pack can of drinking water, with a hand pump at-

tached, to put out any spot fire beyond the backfire. The

entire crew moves forward continuously, adjusting its speed

on the crew boss, who maintains a central position a few

feet away from the crew.

The advantages of this method are: a) it eliminates

all lost motion, each man working on every step ahead; b)

it keeps the whole crew intact for concentration on hot

spots,. if necessary; e) it provides an assortment of , tools

adjustable to meet all, variety of problems on grass fires;
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d) it permits the use of backfire to straighten and shorten

the fire line. Its disadvantages are that i a) flappers be-.

come almost useless when the fire gets into cliffs, rocks or

heavy fuels; b) there is the danger that the backfire "may be

swept away from the flappers on steep ground, or when flank-

ing around head of fire counter to wind" (9) .

FT RE-FIG1TIVG W" lP GAENT

"Efficiency in suppression work depends largely upon

the adequacy and proper distribution of suitable tools end

equipment for the part iculter job in hand" (109). Firemen

work effectively only as they are equipped properly and as

their equipment is maintained In a serviceable con3ition. Fire-

suppression equipment. therefore, is a subject in which every

man is interested, and one demanding careful attention. Tools

and equipment should be ready for immediate use at all times,

and upon return from a fire all should be oromptly .recondi-'

tioned, and losses and .breakages replaced. Moreover, they

should be inspected periodically to assure their usability.

Care should also be taken to avoid placing tools and other

equipment where they sould be endangered by the spread of the

fire.

The distribution and storage of fire-fighting equip-

ment are largely dependent upon the source of men power, the

transportation facilities, and the relative fire hazard.. Fire.

men travelling in automobiles in forested areas are expected

to carry at least a clearing tool, a digging tool, and a back.



pack water can provided with a hand pump. Besides, forest

protective organisations should always have a reserve supply

of fire.-fighting equipment to meet emergencies.

The principal items of the fire--fighting equipment

may be' classified as followsx a) hand tools; b) water equip-

ment; e) mechanical equipment; d) miscellaneous equipment and

supplies.

A) Hand Tools

.In spite of our developments in the way of mechanic-

al equipment and use of water, fully 90 to 90 per cent of the

work on fires still has to be accomplished with the humble

hand tools" (109). No less important than an adequate force

of well trained men is a oroper supply of the right kind of

tools. A wide variety of hand tools has been developed 'to

meet all 'orts of conditions on a fire. The objective.should

be to select the tools that will be most serviceable in the

hands of the average crew. It is, therefore, advantageous

to have a clear idea of the principal uset to which each

tool may be put, and of the conditions under which some other

tools may become more effective. Standard tool caches are

prepared which contain en assortment of basic fire-fighting

tools sui.ted to a wide variety of conditions. The selection

of the right Xind of tools for the particular fuel tye is an

important feature of fire-control techtniue (5). The fuel

type and local customs influence to a great extent the choice
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of the hand tools. Experience in fire suppression is essen-

tial to a proper selection of hand tools. It is very impor-

tant at a fire that there be the right number of each tool

needed to equip a well-balanced crew for any method of sup-

pression. The proper condition of the tools is also impor-

tant, and, if a fire is likely to extend beyond the first

work period, arrangements must be made to sharpen and recon-

dition tools which have been dulled-or broken on the job.

In small crews, each fireman is usually responsible for his

own tools and their reconditioning.

For several years, the shovel, axe, hoe ';nd rake, the

basic hand tools developed by man through centuries of manual

labor, were accepted by fire fighters as they were, wherever

they could be picked up, and little thought was given to size,

weight and belance. "But, gradually it became apparent that

more. careful selection was essential to efficient work and

labor conservation. Careful study, design and test have re-

sulted in standards of shape, balance and quality which will

probably stand for many years to come" (72). Hand tools are

classified in three classes on the basis of their used, as

follows! a) clearing tools; b) digging tools; c) beating-out

and raking tools. But, a wide variety of combination tools

have been devised which may serve for the dual ourpose of

clearing and digging, dtaging and raking, etc.

a) Clearing Tools.

The clearing tools (13, 77, 109) include a wide va-
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riety of' instruments used for both oulftiri arnd felling the

m.teriasls in clearing a fire line. The axe, the princioal

cl erring tool, is one of the most l mDortant hond tepon of

the fire fighter. Several tyoes of axes ere used ir. tire

sup!'ression, such as: a) wiestern.-pattern double-bitted axe;

b) Young's-pattern ,double-bitted axe; cJ cru.erpo ttern dou-

ble-.b tted .exe; d2) sinale-bitted axes; e) belt sinle-bitted

axe; f) standard fireman's axe; etc. Axes may be obtained

in Oifferent weights. Saws may be important tools in fire

fighting. They also present several types, as follove:5 a)

crosscut saw; b) Swedish buckeaw; 0) power--dr~iven saw (50),

etc. Other clearine tools include: a) brush hook; b) brush

knife; c) Brown tool, or J axe, a combination of axe and

brush hootk (35);d) Pulaski tool, a light combination of axe

and grub hoe; e) mattock, or cutter mattock, a heavier com-

bination of axe and grub hoe; f) Rich or Council. tol, a

combination of a cuttinag, digging and r9king tool; g) sledge

hammer; h) steel or hardwood wedges; i) snag-boring ma chine r(13);

J) Holst tool, a. combined cutting and digging tool (1).

b) Digging'Tool

The digging tools (13, 17, 109), as their name im-

plies, are used for diging control lines it$ fire suppr'es-

sion. The shovel, the most important digging tool., is also

among the outatgnding items of tire-fighting equipment. Only

round-point shovels are used, with both short handles or long

handles.. The long.-handled shovel is particul crly indisoensa-
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ble in using dirt as a fire extinguisher. Shovels are also

employed for beating out smothering sparks, spreading and

tending backfires, etc. Hoes are next in importance to the

shovel for digging out fire lines. They are obtainable in a

great variety of types, namely; a) grub hoe; b) hazel hoe; c)

adz hoe; d) mattock, or cutter mattock; e) Pulaski tool; f)

44eod tool, a sturdy combination of rake and hoe (46);- g)

Kortik tool, another combInation of rake and hoe; h) Rich or

Council tool; i) Koch tool, a combination of shovel and hazel

hoe; j) Holst tool;.etc.

Hoes Pre also used for cuttingn eeds and light brush,

scraping off debris, tearing off the humus, small roots, etc.,

loosening the mineral soil, grading the fire lire, etc. Os-

borne (109) claims that hoes are the best tools for digging

any fire line located 2 feet or more away from the fire edge.

The hazel hoe, the idz hoe and the Pulaski tool seem to offer

particular advantages for digging a fire line.

c) Beating-Out and Raking Tools

The fire swatter (13, 138), a flail designed for beat-

ing out fires in grass-type and other similar light fuels, has

proved a very effective tool in fire suppression.

Different types of rakes have been devised for use in

fire fighting. They in clude (13, 77, l09): a) asphalt rake;

b) Rich or Council tool; e) McLeod tool; d) steel broom; e)

Kortik tool; f) potato hook; g) weed cutter; h) garden rake;

i) road rake;: j) lawn-comb rake; etc. They may be used either
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for raking, pushing or sweeping, and may be useful on prac-

tically all but deep-duff or peat fires (77). They are most-

ly *mployed for raking up the thin layer of grass, loose litter

acid pine needles, to stop or check fires, or for sctter-

ing backfires(13).

B) Water Equipment

As already mentioned, the use of water In forest-fire

fighting is almost entirely dependent upon the development of

the water ecuipment. A wide variety of water-using devices

have been developed in the last twenty years, which have

greatly improved the methods used in fire suooresaion. Tinned

steel pails and canvas buckets were among the first water con-

tainers used at a fire, and are still employed to a great ex-

tent, especially where an ample suoply of both water.and man

power is available, bucket brigades being organized and water

brought in by hand. Back.pack water bags or cans of approxi-

mately 5-gallon capacity and provided with hand pumps are

standard eouipment wherever water is emoloyed in fire fight-

ing. They furnish a mobile means of suptression, and prove

very successful in direct rttack end mop.-up work. Hand pumps

ere obtainable in a wide variety of styles. But, the most

satisfactory seems to be the trombone type discharging-during

both the down and the up stroke, and thus diving off a steadi-

er stream without tendency to drop off between strokes (109).

The cans and bags also vary cinsiderably in regard to shape,

the best types being those which can be carried-comfortably
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on one's back, leaving his hands free to operate the pump and

direct the water spray where it is most needed. Canvas bags

are advantageous because of their light weight and their abil-

ity to collapse in a very small volume, but otherwise the met-

al cans are on.the whole considered oreferable.

When an abundant supply of water is available near a,

fire, portable power pumps using 1J-inch hose have been brought

to carry a strong stream of water on thousands of feet even in

rough country. These portable gas-engine pumps, referred to

as oumpers, have been one of the outstanding developments in

the line of fire suppression. Present-day pumps are proving

dependable for long and continuous service, and capable of de-

livering from 35 to 4O gallons of water per minute under high

pressure. Reference was already made to the use of power

pumps in relays. The efficiency of. these pumps has been great-

ly increased and the weight appreciably reduced. Buck (36)

claims that one portable power pump is worth 75 men at a tire.

Models of various capacities of volume and pressure are now

available for different conditions, very light pumps for rough,

inaccessible regions, and heavier, more powerful units for 10-

cations reached by roads (20, 10, 109). Portable power oumps

are, indeed, available for use on practically any fire where

water itself is available.

Four types of power pumps have been designed for use

in forest-fire suppression, namely: a) rotary pumps; b) olston

pumps; c) plunger pumps; d) centrifugal pumps. Stewart (131)
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reports that piston, plunger 4nd centrifugal pumps pre to be

preferred to rotary pumps, although the 1^Vtter type is highly

efficient and useful where clean water is available, and is

adaptable to light-weight units when portability is the de-

sired feature. The same author (131) mentions that, except

in the most isolated and inaccessible regions, reliability

and sturdiness are more desirable feetures than portability.

Some portable power pumps are light enough for back-packing

(20, 99); others can be carried by two or more men, or by

pack animals. Heavy-duty units may be mounted on trailers

(13, 16, 19), or on a tractor (13). Fan-belt-driven power

takeo-off rumps (13, 20, 56) have been n1ced. on the market;

"which are intended to be driven by a V-belt and an auxil-.

iary pulley which is driven by the fan belt of the motor"

(13) of automobiles or trucks.

Automobile trucks provided with water tanks and pump.-

ing appsrgtus, generally known as tankers, do most effective

work on fires whi ch can be reached from roads (13, 47, 4g,

55, 59, 92, 100, 114, 129, 143). Tank aRsemblies (16, 51)

have been improvised which are made up of four common 55-

gallon oil drums mounted on cradles in series, and which can

be carried with a power Dump -in a truck or a trailer. Water

tanks or water barrels are also mounted on trailers for fire-

fighting uses (13, 16, 134), Lprge railroad-tank cars usu-

ally. furnished with' steam- or gas-engine pumps are common

enuliament in most logging camps in the Pacifio-Northwest. One
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(A:era photo by the Paoifico
tri~Mne Supply Co.).

Fig. 6. Fire truok carrying wrater and
pumping apparatus. (.After a
photo by the U. S. Forest Sorvioe).
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*of the most outstanding developments in fire fighting has

been the equipment of tractors with a water tank, a power

up and a hose reel, resulting in a combined tractor-bul

ldozer-tanker (74~, 93). Stickel (137) describes a brush-break-

er fire truck provided with a water tank and pumping equip-

menit. Tind-operAted pumas (13, la, 145) have been adopted to

replace power pumps on tankers.

There are two types of hose used in connection with

Dower pumpst a) rubber-lined cotton hose; b) unlined linen

hose (13, 20, 109) . with linen hosed, the pressure arnd the

volume of water obtained is somewhat reduced on account of

the increased friction and seepage loss, but they are much

lighter, and, as a result of seepage arid s'ueting, they do

not burn so readily aF rubber-lined hoses, when used on burn-

ed--over areas. Hose back-pack sacks (13, 20, 109) are sold

whi ch hold 400 feet-of l1.inch linen hose, and' oerinit the

laying out of the hose line as fast as a man can walk.

Other imtnorta nt developments in connection with the

water equipment include:- a) the use of dry ice as a aressure
medium or source of pover for use on a vater tanker (52, 53);

b) the equipment used for sinking shallow wells in pervious

eoil4 (13, 1g, 131, 132, 133) ; c) the use of perforet~d iron

nozzles about four or five feet long for extinguishing ground

fires by getting the water down to the burning pes~t underneqth

the surface (17, 22) .



C) Mechanicel. Eouipment

Mechanization of the fire-fighting eouipment has

made a most important contribution to forest protection. The

last twenty-five years have wistnessed the greatest orogress

in mechanized equipment. The following mechanical devices

have already been mentioned in connection with the hand tools

d the water equipment: a) power-driven saws; b) anag..boring

machines; c) portable poker pumps; d) heavy-duty power pumps

mounted on trucks, trailers or tractors; e) tank trucks or

tankers; etc. Another mechanical aid to forest protection

was provided by trucks and cars for the transportation of

men, supplies and equipment. Mechanical transport has ale.

most completely supplanted the horse and the mule in fire-

fighting organizations, although pack animals are still very

imortant Oarriers in remote areas. This incorporation, in

the fire-control system, of motor-driven carriers for the

transportation of men and equipment has revolutionized the

effecttveneas of forest protection. Thousands of trucks are

now at the service of fire control. They include: a) suppres-

sion--squad trucks compactly arranged for the Pecomodation of

the firemen and thei.r equitment (13); b) as already referred

to, so-called tankers carrying firemen, water, pumping appa-

ratus, small tools and supplies; c) light-weight pick-up

trucks; d) heavy-duty stook 'trucks; -e) also mentioned before,

brush-breaker trucks carrying men, water, pump, tools .and

supplies; f) trailmobiles (115), miniature automobiles with
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a 35-inch tread, adapted to operate on trails with a load

capacity of 2,09$ pounds.

The transportation of water and pumping apparatus by

tractor-tankers has already been referred to. Another devel-

opment in the use of tractors for fire-fighting transporta-

tion is provided by the trail tractor (41, $1, 115), a light-

weight tractor with a 36- to 40-inch blade and drawing a spe-

clal type of trailer of 1-- or 2-ton capacity. Light, fast-

moving tractors are regularly used in rough roads for fire-

fighting transpor$$tion.

Other devices developed in connection with mechanic-

al transport for fire-fighti.ng purposes include (13): a) trail-

ers for. fire-fighting.tools and supilies; b) camp-kitchen

trailers convertible for use as a table; c) horse trailers; d)

horse and plow trailers; e) water-barrel trailers; f) pump and

water-barrel trailers; g) water-barrel and back-pack-outfit

trailers; h) water-tank trailers; i) heavy-duty trailers, for

carrying tractors, plows,and other heavy equipment; J) tilting-

bed trailers especially designed for transporting tractors,

trenchers, bulldozers, etc.

Another important group of fire-fighting machines in-

clude the various. mechanical devices for constructing fire

lines ithIpower tools. Numerous machines for clearing, digg-

ing or scraping fire lines have been conceived,, tested and per-

fected. "Most designs or tryouts utilize the tractor ase the

power unit, which either pushes or nulle some heavy attachment
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that digs, rips, knocks over, or shoves aside the material

that must be removed" (72). Reference was already made, in

discussing the mechanical' transport, oft a) tractor-tankers

(74, 90), a combination of tractor, trailbuilder and tanker,

equipped with a front blade for building fire lines; b) trail

tractors, also equipped with a bulldozer and which may be.

used for fire-line construction in country which is not too

rough. Tractors with trailbuilder, bulldozer, or brushbuster

attachments have received wide acceptance, and have proved

very efficient (75, 116) on the fire line. 'ew methods of

handling them are continually introduced, and the blade at-

tachment and its uses receive important improvements. Shis

technological development has given rise to a variegwted ar-

ray of bulldozers, trailbuilders, brushbusters (13), road

graders (95), anag-felling machines (13, 90), etc. Several

types -of heavy scrapers, drags, plows, ditchers, and trench-

ers have been designed for fire-line construction with a

tractor. They include several models of trActor.drawn plows

(13, 23, 24, 56, 104, 105), or tractor-pushed plows (13, 25),

of either the rolling-disc type, the middle-buster type, or

the combined rolling-disc and middle-buster type. Another

type of power-driven fire-line-building machine, known as the

Bosworth trencher (34, 43, 14), differs considerably from

the other mechanized diggers. "The frame has the appearance

of a wheelbarrow with two handles behind and a bicycle wheel

in front. The engine, m-)unted in the center, drives a drum



Fig* 7. Comabined tr'aptor', bulldozer andc
waztor' tank~er e (Aftr a photo by
tho U.o S. Fo_ eit Servic)*

4.4

Fig* 8. Boswi o:'thi trenceher* (mafr a
photo by tho U. S. Forost
Seoruvia).
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of small, swifty-whirling hammers which, striking the ground,

carve out to minerpl soil a shallow trench about fourteen

inches wide" (72).

As already mentioned in connection with the use of

end as fire extinguisher, the Michigan Forest Fire Experi-

ment Station has developed a power-driven sand-throwing ma-

ohine, also of wheelbarrow type 9nd operated by one man do-

ing the work of several firemen.

Wershing (143) mentions the use of a chain mesh.and

an asbestos mat, dragged by a fire truck, for the control of

grass fires in the U. S. Western Plains, the drags being

hauled directly over the fire line, with the truck on the

outside of the fire.

Aircraft has become an 'important mechanical aid in

forest-fire fighting. Besides helping to discover forest

fires, airplanes are- employed more enr more extensively for

fire-fighting purposes. They "have become a means of trans.

porting men and supplies 'ith a degree of speed and flexi-

bility quite unsttainabl@- by any other means" (79). The

transportation of material to be dropped where needed in

remote locations seems the mejor fies of usefulness of air-

craft for fire control.. The unloading of supplies and eouip.

ment from the air by the use of loose secking and cheap end

easily-made parachutes has proved a very satisfactory means

of delivering goods to firemen on going fires in locations

difficult of access (13, 26, 61, 62, 80, 83, 101,113,.119,



141, 142). Reports indicate the successful dropping 'of such

supplies as hot food, fresh water, canned food, fresh meat,

dry food, fresh f#its, butter, pickles and preserves in glass

jars, eggs, mess equipment, gasoline and oil, shovels, Pulaski

tools, saws, back.-pack cans, radio sets, portable power pumps,

etc. By the use of this technique, hundreds of thousand pounds

of cargo have been delivered to remota fire camps.

The prncticability of parachuting men to fires was #uc -

cessfully demonstrated (27, 73, 90), and the technique and

equipment have been developed for the safe dropping of firemen

within a few ys.rds from a land mark in isolated, roa'less, for-

ested areas. The potentialities of the use of eircrft for di-

rect attack on a fire from the air by means of chemicals or

other ettnguishers is still in the experimental stage (71, 72),
l

although the scattering of caus tic soda from a plane has prov-

ed very successful in righting steppe fires in Russia (2).. The

aerial scouting of lerge fires has proved very valuable in keet-

ting the ground forces informed as to the progress of the fire,

either by means of the radio, or by dropping aerial pictures

from the plane to the fire boss (L4, 72, 0, 99). The auto-

giro, due to its ability to land end take off in very.restrict--

ed areas, and its capacity of hovering at low altitudes and at

a reduced speed, gives promises of great developments in the

use of rircrft for fire-fighting purposes. It s believed

that the airplane will eventually be recognized 9e a tool for

the suptression of forest fires, which will be considered as
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essential se the tractor, the power oump, enid even the back-

pack can.

The telephone andi the radio are two technical instru~.

ments of great importance in fire fiiht~na, in that they ena-

ble the fire boss to keep in touch with the dispatcher, the

lookout men, the fire oamps the division or sector bosses,

the scouts, etc. These devices may be ot p'rticular assist-.

ane: a) in helping the smokechaser to locate a fire on the

ground, 'by contuacting the to~avermen (1,7); bW in keeping the

dispatcher readily informed as to the needs of man power,

equipment and sutvplies (29) ; c) in coordinating the work of

the fire bogs, the division or sector bosses, and the scouts

(29). Reference was already made of the use of the radio for

communication between the fire boas end. planes scouting large

tires from the air. The use of the telephone, however, is

limited to the extent of the wire line, but the radio provides
a reliable supplement where telephone communication cannot be

utilized. The development of light porta.ble instruments has

greatly improved the usefulness of the radio for tire-.f~t

t-ig purposes (13, 125, 126), and it tIs believed that in s

near futurer'adio sets 'Will be takern elona to any tire and

considered just as imoortent as the regular fire.-fl~hti ng

equipment.

D) Miscelaneous guipment Pnd SuonY i ea

The use 3f' Adecoun.te ecutonent for bsckfi ri nl Is of'

prime importance in tire fighting. Skilful. thinking and *x-
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perimeritation hsve greatly. Improved the technicque of' this

method of' control throug~h the achievement of reliable devices

and suitable tools. Several tytee of' 1tqutd-see torches have

been developed us1.ne either liquif'ied petroleum .gas (13), or

kerosene oil or gasoline (108, 109) under pressure. The best-~

known torch, the so-called Hauck torch (109, 109), is equipp-

ed with pack straps and hose, and burns ei ther kerosene oil

or gasoline. But, the most effective device appears to be

the development of' a flame thrower using kerosene oil, saw

oil, or Diesel oil. This instrument consists in an attach-

ment replacing the nozz~le of the trombone-tyoe-pumi, of' e*

standard back-pack can (13, 57). The flame-thrower nttech.-

ment is a tube terminated by a check valve through which, on

the pressur'e stroke of' the pump, a highly aerated stream of

the fuel 1s ejected across a lighted wicking. Larger end

more werful flame throwers using 9 power ipump have been

devised to trodtte e constant stream of an intense flame (5$,

112). Other devices used for setting backfires Include: a)

fuse#- backfirinq torches (13); b) .fire-sta~rting bombs (13);

c) aravity-foed torches (57).

The developmnent of lighting ecutpmuent for night fire-

fighting work makes it possible to carry on fire-suppression

activities at n{ ht just as in daytime. Miners' carbide lampos

(13) were first employed, but they are. ra.pidly being reel#ce#

by electric headlights (13, 109). These individual electric

headlights contain s.-reflector, two 2-cell batteries and a 25.-
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volt bulb. Osborne (108) claims that they "are considered

best for most tyres of night work". A suitable type of bat.~

tery floodlight (13,, 77, 80 has been developed w'hch

uses a regular r.utomnobile headlamp mounted on a rod or a tri-

pod. The power is supplied ei ther by a standd 6-volt, 13..

plate storage battery, or by eight 6-volt dry cells. Other

lighting devices for night work in fire fighting include (13,

109): a) cand'le lanterns made from tin cans, referred to as

palousers or bugs (12) ; b) electric lanterns using a tw~in..

six battery,;-o) standard two-.cell fla.shlichts; a) zasoline

lanterns of the Colemen type; etc.

The equipment and supplies of major importnance for

fire-righting ourooses also comprise such items as (13, 109):

a) fire-camp equipmnent, including cooking and mess outfits;

b) gri!#iing and sharpening tools: c) subsistence supplies;

d) medicine kits and first-aid equipment.

:'OPPI;:G EUP

An important phase of fire suporesslon is the mop-up

work, or "the act of ya k ing a£ 12m fe ate:t'A4eiL8OatZ'oid, mich

as extinguishIng or removing burnng materiel aloner or near

the control line, felling snags, etc." (12). After the fire

line ha~s been constructed and the advance of the fire stopped,

the next step is 40make it permanently secure and to put it

out completely. The mopping up should progress along with the

building~ of the fire line, or, if all the available m'en are
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needed for line construction, it should be started Immediate-

ly following the completion of-the control. line.

A fire is not safe ss long es there is anything burn-

ing, and mopping up consists in completely extinguishing all

fire on a zone -one to several hundred feet wide &~Lonq the in-

side of the control line. The mopping up is the completion

of the suppression Job, involving the cleaning up of Interior

hazards efter the immnredite advance hass been stopped, and the

fire line ha~s been completed. "In general, by the.time lines

are comoleted the duff and light litter Ins ide the 'ines will

heav? burned themselves out, leaving only scatterer fires in

the heavier material, such as b~rk, Aole, tos =oilenagr.

The objective of the mop up is to hasten the. going-out peri-

od, or to elimi n=;te hazards until there Is little or no pos-

sibili.ty or their causing tires to bcome- established across

the line as result of e-reeping fires,, olowing aepsrks, fell-

ino snrgs, rolling materials, reburns, etc., even under the

most Ddveree condition .that might arise" (105).

;Mopping up pertains to 9ll work done alone the con-

trol line to red~uce hazard., deaden fire, fell snags, complete

the extinction of smolderinz fire, prevent further escape and

render fire increasingly safe. The orectice of mopping up

includes not only the extinguishing of fires with water, dirt,

etc., but also the act of simply making them goo out by separat-

ing and scatter4ing muaterials, shoveling away hot embers, burn-

Ing out unburned spots b tween the control lsine end the edge
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of the fire, removing snags and other dangerous fuels, etc.

Mopping up, therefore, consists ina going over the area, sys-

tematically felling and suppressing~ the fire in sall burning

sn~gs, and putting out rompletely all smoldering fires.

Hopping up also involves extinguishing or quietina down any

burning stumps, logs or other materilt which may threaten

the fire line, and extinauzhintz material burning ground the

base of moss-covered trunks and under singed, low-hnging

branches and reproduction, or remping the latter material

through lopping And scattering.

The amount of work to be done for mopping up s fire

depends upon a number of fnctors,. including the time of the

day, the Nbet Condi tiofisw the ehara~ter of' the fuel, the

quality and width of the fir. line, the wind Velocity and

wether con3i4tIons. Poker pumps and beek-epsck en vith

hand -pumps are pirttcsalarly adapted far mop.up work, and no

opportunity for the use of Able equiPet should be mssed

by thes firsmen. 'Vater, indood, Is the quickest, cheapest

and beat que#nobing agenttoin so-up work. Whben correctly

used, dirt toB also anc *ffeeCtW*sep..up egent for cooling

down dangerous spats, ku1OckuW S4wn flaes, etc. Likewise,

coling dewn by settCeifl! the burntna fuel is ,R efficient

moppt~ng.up practice.
Toportent consi4*iatlona s I.ronnectimonwi'th mood

ping-up acttivtie5s roy be smarised as !allows (i, 9, 124~):

a) do not leave partially-burned olumps of brush or repro.
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duction close to the fire line; b) separate masses of large

fuel to reduce heat and danger of spotting; c) eliminate all

snags that could under most adverse conditions throw sparks

or fall over the control line; d) on steep slopes, turn logs

and chunks so that they lie parallel to the direction of the

slope, to eliminate the danger or rolling; e) feel with hands

for possibly smoldering spots; r) use water wherever possible;

g) employ dirt to reduce heat, retard spotting or smother fire;

h) look for end dig out burning roots near the control line;

i) spread, rather than bury, smoldering fuel that cannot be

put out; 3) base the sige of the crew on the condition of the

fire and the probable rate and direction of spread of any fire

which might become established across the line.

PATROL

By patrolling a. fire is meant "moving back and forth

over a length of control line during or after line construc-

tion, to prevent breaks, discover spot fires, and, when times

permits, do mop -up work" (12). No matter *bat method is used,

some. fires are apt to become established across the control

line. Continuous observation is, therefore, necessary to in-

sure the detectiO# and suppression of all breaks in the fire

line. All constructed lines should be patrolled even if this

means the retention of the entire crew. Since patrol also

involves mop-.up work, every patrolman should be- kept busy

cooling down and putting out the fire, strengthening the fire

line where needed, looking for the existence of burning or



smoldering material within Bight or blowing distance from

the line, etc.

Patrol is essential at night just as in daytimie, but

the intensity of the patrol varies greatly during the 24 hours

of the day, being lightest at night and heaviest in the after-

noon. The size of the patrol crew varies with the length of

the line, the weather conditions, etc., and decreases as the

danger itself decreases.

Patrol is particularly important (9, 124): a) imme-

diately following the setting of backfires; b) on steep slopes

sphere rolling embers are likely to cross the fire line; c) to

search for spot fires outside the control line; d) to guard

against breaks where heavy-fuel bodies are burning inside the

line; e) on lines adjacent to dangerous snags likely to throw

sparks and set spot fires. Patrol is continued after the

mopping up to assure a check on the adequacy of the mop.-up

work, and to add assurance against the tossibility of faulty

mopping up. On any ,large fire, where there ha been a big

volume of heat or dense smoke, close wutch for soot fires

should be maintained for several days up to two miles or more

beyond the control line. At least one man should be kept on

patrol for from two to ten days after the last spark of fire

was discovered, depending upon the fuel type and the proba-

bility of hang-over fires.

AouADOrING ':iEteIRE

No fire should be sbandoned before It is comp'etely
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out. Only after the fire boss has made o final, careful ina..

pection of the control line, and assumed the responsebility

of declearing the fire out, will men then be released. As

the number of smokes detected decreases, the crew may be grad-

ually laid off. But, only after the last spark or smoke has

been seen, and the last vestige of danger has been eliminated,

then the fire boss may have satisfied himself that the fire

is absolutely safe. Only at this stege the fire should be

completely abandoned.

CONCLUSION

Success in forest-fire fighting is dependent uoon the

degree of preparedness, leadership and aagressive application

of the best-known methods of fire suppression and man-power

organization. Fire is a chemical action, and a thtrough know-

ledge of fire behavior is essential to understand the prinoi-

ples of the methods used in fire- fighting technique. Success

in fire fighting also hinges to'a considerable extent upon

the rapidity, accuracy and adequacy in fulfilling all the nec-

essary steps from the discovery of the fire to the last spark

or smoke. Then, the application of the right method of st-

tack, the use of the best method of man-power organization,

and the employment of the most suitable and adequate equip-

ment for the type of fire and the kind of fuel, are necessary

to reach the standard, objectives of fire suppression..
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